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The helium-line Optical Spectroscopy (HELIOS) diagnostic measures !" and #" using a 
collisional radiative model (CRM) to interpret the relative intensity of neutral helium emission 
lines in the presence of plasma. The emission intensity can be measured at a data digitization rate 
of up to 1 MHz with a Filtered radiometer.  A HELIOS system was installed and tested on the 
Prototype Material Plasma Exposure eXperiment (Proto-MPEX), which is a precursor to the 
planned MPEX facility at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL).  The open magnetic 
geometry of Proto-MPEX is ideal for testing and characterizing diagnostics.  Validation studies 
were performed in a deuterium plasma and compared HELIOS measurements of !" and #" to 
Thomson Scattering (TS) measurements and edge Double Langmuir Probe (DLP) data.  It was 
found that the helium line emission measured by HELIOS was localized to the plasma edge.  The 
high plasma density (> 2.0 × 10*+	-./0) of the discharge core was preventing the neutral 
helium gas puff from penetrating past the plasma edge.  In order to penetrate to the plasma core, 
the gas puff pressure was increased, which resulted in an increased ambient neutral pressure in 
the chamber.  The increased neutral density in the plasma chamber caused radiation trapping of 
the singlet transition helium lines (31Sà21P and 31Dà21P).  To account for radiation trapping, 
the ORNL CRM was modified using the optical emission factor (OEF) method.  The HELIOS 
core data for the increased gas puff experiment was re-analyzed using the new ORNL OEF CRM 
(!" ≈ 3.4	45; #" ≈ 7.80 × 10*+	-./0) and compared to DLP data collected on axis at the 
plasma core (!" ≈ 2.8	45; #" ≈ 1.90 × 10*0	-./0).  While the #" measurements from HELIOS 
are somewhat low compared to the DLP data, the measurements are still within range of the 
estimated systematic errors.  The inferred !" values from the ORNL OEF CRM are consistent 
with the DLP data, supporting the conclusion that radiation trapping is an important 
consideration and needs to be included in the CRM for accurate HELIOS measurements of #"  
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òi Di-electronic recombination rate coefficient [cm3/s] 
ô Wavelength [Å] 
∆õ Full Width Half Max  
ΩH,F Collisional strength of transition ù, t  
Φñ Photon flux for a specific wavelength [Photons/s cm2] 
üÅF,H/üÅF,R Error in the Einstein coefficients of spontaneous 
emission for the transitions invoked in the ratios 
dependent on Te and ne for HELIOS [s-1] 
üP/üO Error in the intensities involved in the ratios 
dependent on Te and ne for HELIOS [Photon/s] 
üXä Error in the electron density [cm-3] 
üi,à Cross sections [cm2] 
ü† Error in the experimentally measured and model 
calculated ratios dependent on Te and ne for HELIOS 
 
ü†D°T Error in the experimentally measured ratios 
dependent on Te and ne for HELIOS 
 
ü†SC¢ Error in the model calculated ratios dependent on Te 
and ne for HELIOS 
 
ürä Error in the electron Temperature [eV] 
ΥH,F Effective collisional strength of transition ù, t  
§SQTU"MVWX Normalized bandpass of the one-inch filters 





                               
Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Executive Summary 
 
A HElium Line-ratIO Spectral-monitoring (HELIOS)1 diagnostic was tested on the Prototype 
Material Plasma Exposure eXperiment (Proto-MPEX)2 to obtain novel measurements of electron 
temperature (!") and density (#") on a high-density, low temperature linear plasma device.  
Linear devices are ideal for plasma material interaction (PMI) studies and are key to bridging the 
gap between current fusion technology and future fusion power producing devices.  Diagnostics 
that measure !" and #" are important for understanding the plasma physics and PMI of these and 
future devices.  HELIOS using a Filterscope3 radiometer offers high time resolution (100 kHz to 
1 MHz) measurements of !" and #", which is able to resolve important temporal phenomena in 
plasmas, like turbulence. 
The ambient neutral pressure in Proto-MPEX was determined to be a significant factor in 
HELIOS measurements of !" and #".  Background neutral pressures and hence neutral densities 
of helium (> 3.00 × 10*+	-./0), caused radiation trapping of the singlet line transitions (3*h →
2*• and 3*ç → 2*•) to occur between the plasma and the collection optics.  This required that 
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) collisional radiative model (CRM) be modified to 
support radiation trapping atomic physics.  The optical escape factor (OEF) method was used to 
account for the radiation trapping in the CRM.  
The OEF ORNL CRM was tested when the background neutral pressure in the vacuum 
vessel of Proto-MPEX was increased in an effort to achieve He penetration to the core of a D 
plasma.  Validation experiments concluded that the helium emission from the gas puff was 
localized to the plasma edge.  The high electron density of the deuterium plasma in Proto-MPEX 
(> 2 × 10/*0	-./0) was deterring the gas puff from penetrating into the plasma core and 
localizing the helium line emission to the plasma edge.  An increase in the throughput of the gas 
puff allowed for the He I particles to reach the plasma core, increasing the neutral pressure in the 
vacuum chamber.  Analysis of the gas puff penetration data with the ORNL CRM yielded 
inconsistent values between Double Langmuir Probes (DLP) measurements and HELIOS 









Fusion is how our sun and other stars produce energy and is the ‘fusing’ of two atoms..  
Typical isotopes used in the production of a fusion reaction on Earth or in Magnetically 
Confined Fusion (MCF) device are tritium [T or 3H], a product used in fission enrichment 
facilities and dry cask storage, and deuterium [D or 2H].  The resulting by-products from a fusion 
reaction, utilizing the aforementioned isotopes, is the non-radioactive isotope 4He and a high 
energy neutron. Experimental MCF reactors, such as tokamaks and stellerators, use the 2H—2H 
reactions because of its low yield of neutrons and the fact that 3H is export controlled and 
requires licensing and safeguards for a single campaign.  The 2H—3H reaction will be used in 
near term fusion reactor prototypes.  
In contrast, nuclear fission is the splitting of a heavy atom, typically with more neutrons than 
protons, into lighter isotopes, or fission products, high energy neutrons, and energy.  This 
process results when the heavy atom collides with high speed particles, commonly a neutron.  
Traditional fission reactions such as that found in light water (LW) and boiling water (BW) 
reactors use Uranium-235 (235U).  235U fuel rods are inserted into a moderator, commonly water, 
where the released neutrons in the fission reaction start the nuclear chain reaction.  The nuclear 
chain reaction heats the water into steam, which is how a fission reactor continues to produce 
energy.  The isotopes that result from a 235U fission reaction (Iodine-131, Cesium-137, and 
Strontium-90 to name a few) can have long half-lives (Cesium-137 has a half-life of ~30 years) 
and health related issues (Iodine-131 is related to thyroid diseases and cancers).  The long half-
life of fission byproducts has created a nuclear waste storage crisis and has lent to the drive, in 
today’s climate, of moving away from large MW nuclear fission reactors. 
 Both fusion and fission energy focus on utilizing the power of the atom.  Fusion is 
considered an advanced nuclear reactor type.  There are many advanced nuclear reactor concepts 
in research and development (small modular reactors, molten salt, etc.) with the goal of 
overcoming future energy hurdles and help society move away from large MW reactors, which 
are no longer economically and environmentally sound.  Fusion offers competitive benefits as an 




products that a traditional fission reaction does and utilizes isotopes of hydrogen which are the 
most common element found in the universe.   
An effort has been ongoing for about 60 years to make use of this vast fusion energy source 
on Earth, resulting in MCF devices being built across the world to research and develop fusion 
energy.  MCF devices are large structures made of steel and magnets to contain plasmas, the 
fourth state of matter, at temperatures on the order of 1.0 × 10{	|.  The circular shaped magnets 
are used to confine the plasma to the center of the machines away from the wall or plasma facing 
components [PFC].  Future fusion devices will optimistically be designed to produce greater than 
ten times the power than is injected for operation, leading to a burning plasma that will sustain 
itself.  The understanding of this plasma physics and the materials around it are necessary to 
utilize the vast amount of energy produced from nuclear fusion.  Figure 1.1 is an image of the 
General Atomics tokamak DIII-D taken by Jon Kinsey4 and Figure 1.2 is an image of a 
tokamak’s magnetic components.5 
 






Figure 1.2. Image of the magnetic make-up of a tokamak.5 
 
Plasma physics is the fundamental science behind fusion energy and involves the 
measurement and interpretation of particle temperatures and densities, bulk potential, velocities, 
movement, and forces to evaluate the changes in plasma conditions.  For example, edge localized 
modes [ELM] and turbulence in the plasma edge that result in damages to PFCs can be studied 
by monitoring the plasma electron temperatures.  There is a large suite of diagnostics used in 
plasma physics to address the hurdles that fusion faces, but this thesis only focuses on the 
measurement of electron temperature [Te] and density [ne].  Electron temperature and density are 
important measurements to be made in order to understand transport, disruptions, turbulence, and 
particle flux.  Well known Te and ne diagnostics include the double Langmuir probe [DLP], 
Thomson Scattering [TS], and the helium line ratio technique we have termed HELIOS.  The 
HELIOS technique has been used to measure !" and #" in fusion devices across the world 
(detailed in section 1.5) and will be the focus of this study.6,1,7,8 ,9   HELIOS has progressed over 
the years as a diagnostic both in hardware application and atomic data.  This fact motivated an 




diagnostics.  Including a radiometer known as the Filterscope3,10 and a (McPherson) Czerny 
Turner 1-meter spectrometer.  Each of the spectroscopic instruments can measure light from the 
plasma utilizingtwenty-four collection optics at the plasma, with a 12 cm resolution of the 
plasma radius.  The Filterscope and McPherson are used to measure the optical emission of the 
three separate He I lines [I667.9, I706.53, and I728.0].  Ratios are calculated from the data and !" and 
#" measurements are infereed from a CRM.  By using the Filterscope (100 kHz Proto-MPEX 
digitization rate) to perform HELIOS, temporally resolved !" and #" measurements can be made 
and compared to TS (10 Hz) and DLPs (200 Hz).  The McPherson measurements (20 – 40 Hz 
typically) are a spectrally resolved signal for comparison.  The two instruments, Filterscope and 
McPherson, are both used to validate the CRM in HELIOS on Proto-MPEX. 
HELIOS as a spectroscopic diagnostic offers noticeable advantages for devices such as 
Proto-MPEX and tokamaks.  In a linear plasma device, port allocation and alignment can be 
difficult for a diagnostic such as TS, and the high-power input from the radiofrequency (200 kW) 
and microwave (50 kW- 100 kW) systems tend to damage Langmuir probes.  Furthermore, 
HELIOS has the potential of being used near the helicon source.  This can be used in transport 
and power modelling to properly represent the helicon source region.  Probes in a linear device 
can hinder the plasma propagation, ultimately altering the plasma downstream, and if the helicon 
source alters the electron energy distribution function (EEDF)8 then any diagnostic that makes a 
Maxwellian assumption will be inaccurate.  This is also the case for other power sources such as 
microwaves.  An alternative diagnostic technique to the DLP and TS to measure !" and #", such 
as the HELIOS diagnostic, can potentially overcome these hurdles and offer great diagnostic 
support for PMI studies.  In a tokamak, especially a power producing device that utilizes the D-T 
reaction, HELIOS can potentially utilize the edge exhaust helium to measure !" and #".11,12,  The 
modelling application of this potential use of HELIOS is explored in Chapter 6 of this work.  
HELIOS utilizing the Filterscope is the fastest !" and #" diagnostic on Proto-MPEX and has the 
potential of being used on fusion devices such as tokamaks and stellerators for edge turbulence 
monitoring.  Also, while HELIOS is based on helium line ratios the CRM is used for many 
atomic species and applications, meaning that understanding the atomic model is very significant 
to the fusion community.  The information used in and obtained from using a CRM is used in 
transport modelling,13,14 spectroscopic measurements of neutral density from Balmer lines,15 and 




In the following sections of this chapter these statements will be expanded upon in the 
motivation section. A description of HELIOS and how the CRM works will be detailed, followed 
by a section on experiments performed on other devices.  The final section will outline the 
remaining chapters of the thesis. 
.   
1.3 Motivation 
  
Ideally, HELIOS as a mostly passive diagnostic allows for !" and #" to be measured with 
little to no perturbation to the background plasma. Moreover, the diagnostic itself is unperturbed 
by the plasma column.  DLPs, which are two long insulated (except for the tips) biased wires, 
must be inserted into the plasma edge or column to measure the electron current with respect to 
the plasma potential.18  LP theory allows for the determination of the electron temperature and 
density of a plasma by “sweeping” the bias voltage of the probe from negative to positive 
values.19  Figure 1.3 shows a generalized current-voltage (I-V) trace where the voltage has been 
swept from a negative region (left) to a positive region (right) with respect to the plasma 
potential.19,19 LPs and DLPs have provided most of the information regarding the scape off layer 
[SOL] region of the plasma at relatively low temperatures, Te ≤ 100 eV, due to their simple 
structure and inexpensive application into a plasma device.20   
 




Probes may be the easiest diagnostic to implement and have provided the fusion community 
with a plethora of information regarding plasma edge physics, but they are not without their 
problems.  Since DLPs are directly inserted into the plasma they perturb the plasma and make 
the diagnostic vulnerable to damage that could release impurities into the plasma edge.  Figure 
1.4 is two images demonstrating how a probe can be damaged inside of a fusion relevant device.  
The left-hand image is a helicon only (< 100 kW) plasma and the probe is the dark spot at the 
right edge of the image near the center.  The probe is roughly 2 cm away from the plasma core.  
In the right-hand image the probe is damaged when the Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) 
microwave system is turned on.  The burst of white and purple light erupting from the probe is a 
large arc that caused the probe tips to weld together and pieces of the ceramic to fly off.  
Furthermore, the helicon power in Figure 1.4 is less than 100 kW, so as the helicon power is 
increased (~200 kW) the probes will be damaged in the helicon only plasma, too, not just with 
the auxiliary power supplies active.  HELIOS would be able to overcome this hurdle due to its 
passive nature to the plasma column.  
  
Figure 1.4. Helicon only plasma with DLP inserted (left) and the destruction of the DLP 
during microwave injection (right). 
TS is an alternative to DLPs and would not suffer from the issue stated in the previous 
paragraph.  TS is the elastic scattering of a photon off of a free plasma electron, which is 




photon the velocity of the free electron, ê", can be determined.21,22  The scattering of 
electromagnetic radiation as a plasma diagnostic is non-perturbing to the plasma and offers more 
detailed information regarding the electron distribution function.22,23   The application of TS 
(Figure 1.5) involves a coherent beam of light (laser of wavelength ô^) directed through a 
plasma, allowing for the individual photons to “Thomson scatter” off of the individual plasma 
electrons to produce a spectrum of scattered light with a distribution of wavelengths, ô^ + ∆ô.  
The shape of the produced spectrum represents the electron velocity distribution function, 
allowing for the electron temperature of the plasma to then be calculated.21 
 
Figure 1.5. Cartoon diagram of the Thomson scattering of light from a plasma free 
electron. 
Whereas, TS is an excellent form of !" and #" measurements, the measurements are 
compromised when there is too much stray light,23 or the density is too low.  Also, TS requires 
lasers of a specific wavelength and high energy, meaning that TS systems can be extremely 
expensive due to laser installation, training, and maintenance.  Furthermore, the application of 
TS on plasma devices can be difficult because of access requirements.  For example, the laser 
must pass directly through the plasma and into a laser dump, so the geometry and path of the 
diagnostic and laser is very specific.  Also, the laser alignment takes time and careful 
Free electron 
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consideration because not only does the laser have to pass through the plasma into a dump, but 
the optics must be aligned to the thin laser axis to measure the wavelength of the scattered light.   
HELIOS is in no danger of being damaged by the plasma conditions, can be little to non-
perturbative, is less expensive than a TS system, may be more easily installed than TS, can have 
up to 1 MHz digitization rates, and is simple to align.  This makes HELIOS, as compared to DLP 
and TS, a great alternative diagnostic to measure Te and ne.   
Over the years plasma physics has gradually progressed toward a commercial power 
producing fusion reactor.  However, there are still hurdles to overcome and many of these issues 
lie in the edge plasma of an experimental fusion reactor.  The edge plasma is the boundary layer 
between the plasma core and the PFCs.  Edge plasmas have considerably lower !" and #" than 
the plasma core, creating a density and temperature gradient that can have direct effects on the 
plasma stability.  Transport processes in the plasma edge can directly affect the core stability and 
the core-edge transport process like heat and particle fluxes. 24  One such transport process is 
turbulence which are not fully understood and can cause damage to the PFCs if violent enough.  
Turbulence in the plasma edge is a field of study that has progressed significantly over the years 
through modelling and edge diagnostics.  Turbulence can induce particle flux to the PFCs and is 
relevant in understanding cross-field transport. 25   Cross-field transport of particles is the 
movement of particles from the core plasma past the last-closed-flux surface [LCFS] or 
“separatrix” into the scape-off-layer [SOL].  Figure 1.6 is a cross-section of the General Atomics 
tokamak, DIII-D, demonstrating each of these boundaries. 26  
Edge turbulence has a typical frequency range between 10 kHz and 1 MHz and can be 
monitored by the fluctuations in !" and #".  Edge turbulence studies are usually performed by 
using edge diagnostics: 2D probe arrays, 27,28 2D beam emission, 29 and gas puff imaging. 30  
Early designs of the 2D probe contained a square array of 64 probes arranged in a 3.24 cm2 
area.27  Current designs have significantly improved.  These new designs are called fast 
reciprocating probes that are designed to enter the SOL of the plasma and retract within a 0.2 
second period. 31,32  These multi-point probes have several tips that are designed to 












 The harmonic technique, a probe drive with high-frequency sinusoidal voltage is used to 
generate harmonics in the current spectrum, is employed to measure !" at sampling rates of 5 
MHz for the 0.2 seconds that the probe is inserted into the plasma, making this diagnostic 
significant for measuring !" fluctuations in the plasma edge.31-33  2D beam emission and gas puff 
imaging have been employed to spatially resolve the dense turbulent structures, “blobs”, in the 
plasma edge as shown in left-hand image of Figure 1.7.   
The chord measured HELIOS diagnostic proposed in this thesis has a sampling rate of 100 
kHz (up to 1 MHz) and can employ several chord measurements, increasing the spatial 
resolution.  As an optical emission spectroscopy (OES) diagnostic, the HELIOS measurement 
duration is only limited by the length of the He gas puff requested.  ELMs, which are shown in 
the right-hand image in Figure 1.7  are magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities that occur in 
high confinement, or “H-mode,” plasmas.   
  
Figure 1.7. Visual representations of the dense turbulent structure known as a “blobs” 
(left)34 and the beginning of an ELM (right) in the Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak 
[MAST].35 
An ELM exposes the PFC to a burst of increased heat load and particle flux, putting the 
material in danger of being damaged.  When an ELM occurs, there is a rapid decrease in the 
electron temperature within the LCFS. 36  This rapid transport heats the SOL outside of the 
LCFS, suggesting that ELMs can be monitored by measuring the electron temperature of the 




even though TS has made improvements in multi-point Thomson Scattering [MPTS]38,39 it can 
only measure along the line of the laser and is an extremely expensive diagnostic.   
Turbulence and ELMS pose a danger to the PFCs.  The interaction between the plasma and 
the PFC is its own field of study known as PMI studies.   Understanding the interaction between 
the plasma and the PFCs must be understood before fusion power plants can be built.  The 
development of fusion energy has been for a long time a plasma confinement issue.  However, in 
recent years, due to progression in the fusion community, the development of fusion energy has 
also become a materials and engineering issue.  The PFCs are the inner wall materials directly 
adjacent to the plasma either in a tokamak, stellarator, or linear device.  The PFCs are exposed to 
extremely harsh conditions inside of a fusion device during operations.  For example, the ITER 
divertor region will be exposed to high heat fluxes (~10	 S\
Ü©
)40 and sometimes damaging plasma 
transients (50 S\
Ü©
 – 100 S\
Ü©
)41 from ELMs or turbulent phenomena.  ITER, being built in the 
south of France, is a large experimental fusion device that is designed to maintain fusion for 
~500 seconds and plasma pulses for ~3000 seconds, exposing the PFC to long periods of harsh 
fusion conditions .40  Furthermore, fusion devices such as the DEMOnstration power station 
(DEMO) or the Fusion Pilot Plant (FPP), which is set to be built for net electricity production, 
will need PFCs that can withstand years of harsh treatment.  Therefore, PMI studies are vital for 
the future of fusion energy.  To properly perform PMI studies an understanding of the plasma 
interacting with the material is necessary.   
The CRM and OES are essential for understanding PMI studies.  Helium line ratios are the 
main focus of this thesis, but the CRM can be used for other atomic species such as W.17,16   
Continued work on, and improvement to the CRM is invaluable to the fusion community and 
ensures that spectroscopic diagnostics are up to date and working properly for PMI research.  
Furthermore, these spectroscopic techniques and CRM can be used for transport modelling of 
particles in the plasma, including W, and neutral density measurements in the plasma core and 
edge, using hydrogen.   
The fundamental plasma parameters, !" and #", can be used to monitor turbulence and ELMs 
and understand PMI physics in toroidal fusion devices.  Even though linear machines do not 
typically produce turbulence and ELM phenomena, PMI studies are very relevant in these 




temperature (!" < 10	45), high density (#" > 2 × 10*0	-./0) plasmas, which are similar to the 
divertor conditions found in large fusion devices.  Proto-MPEX has an open field line geometry 
unlike toroidal machines (Figure 5.12).  The open geometry of Proto-MPEX allows for a multi-
chord HELIOS diagnostic to produce superior spatially and temporally resolved measurements 
of !" and #" as a function of magnetic field near the target’s surface.  This fact makes the Proto-
MPEX linear device an excellent candidate for fusion relevant PMI research.  
 
1.4 Optical Emission Spectroscopy and HELIOS 
 
The HELIOS diagnostic, similar to other diagnostics, has both a theory/modelling part and a 
hardware part.  Experimentally it involves a gas injection system and an optical emission 
spectrometer that will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3 and 4.  The experimental setup is used 
to measure the helium line intensities I667.9, I706.53, and I728.0 in the plasma during a set puff length 
of helium gas.  The measured intensities are used to calculate the !" dependent ratio, âr" =
É¨≠Æ.Ø∞
É¨©±.≠
, and #"  dependent ratio, âX" =
ÉÆÆ¨.≤
É¨©±.≠
.  The ratios are then used to derive !" and #" of the 
plasma region from a CRM.  This section of Chapter 1 will explain the theory behind the CRM.   
The CRM is used to calculate the same helium intensities measured experimentally by 






Bi→à is the known spontaneous transmission coefficient from state p to state q, or the Einstein 
coefficient of spontaneous emission, and ÑX∑
ÑL
 is the rate of change of the population density of the 
upper state p.  Electrons transition between quantum states (e.g. p and q) in an ion or atom 
through radiative and collisional processes.42,43  Therefore, if ÑX∑
ÑL
 is the rate of change of 
population density of state p (rate of change of the number of electrons in state p) then ÑX∑
ÑL
 can be 
explained through a series of radiative and collisional processes.  Solving for ÑX∑
ÑL
 is the most 
computationally demanding part of the CRM, and hence the HELIOS diagnostic and can be 
represented by Equation 1.2.2.44  The importance of ‘can be represented by’ depends on the 




plasma of a tokamak where temperatures are usually greater than 100 eV would not be as 
concerned about recombination as an experimentalist measuring much lower temperature 
plasmas (< 2 eV).  This is due to the recombination transition’s inverse dependence on electron 
temperature.  However, a quantitative understanding of the transitions included in the population 
density equation must be done, using the plasma of interests !" and #", to understand the 
significant transitions.  
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Here p is the state of interest and q is any state above or below state p.  The summations for 
“q≠p” is the sum of all states energetically lower and energetically higher than state p 
respectively.  The density terms #i, #à, #É, #", #Ç, #ÉÇá	µ#k	#Ég
ág are the population of the pth term, 
the population of the qth term, the hydrogenic ion density, the electron density, He+ density, and 
the final two terms are arbitrary ion densities that may remove or add a charge exchange electron 
from #i.44  The rest of the terms ç, m, bd, î, ì, and ò are called rate coefficients.  Each rate 
coefficient represents a probability of that transition occurring. Table 1.1 describes what each 
rate coefficient term represents. The (±) means that either a positively charged ion or an electron 
is involved,  p’ and +’ represent an external atom and ion such as H and H+, [¡] is the 
autoionization of an atom, and z represents a new ionization state. 
Rate coefficients are calculated from their respective cross-sections üi,à ( i.e. the electron 
impact excitation would be calculated from the electron excitation cross-section).   Cross-
sections are considered the fundamental atomic data to determining the population density of a 
state, having units of area [cm2], and are calculated quantum mechanically by approximating the 
scattering amplitude, np.43,,45  For rate coefficients, the probability of a transition occurring is 
determined by the cross-section.  Whether or not a particle would impact on the cross-sectional 




state p by the rate coefficients.  Rate coefficients are functions of energy and in most cases where 
a CRM has been used a Maxwellian distribution has been summed over.  Equation 1.2.3 is an 
expression for the calculation of a rate coefficient.43 
TABLE 1.1. THE RATE COEFFICIENT TERM, WHAT THE TERM 






√ƒ± particle (±) impact 
ionization for state n 
¡ + (±) → (≈) + (−) + (−) 
∆«→¡± /∆¡→«±  particle (±) impact 
excitation/de-excitation 
«/¡ + (±) → ¡/« + (−) 
c»¡…/c»¡…g Charge exchange and charge exchange 
recombination 
(¡/¡′) + (+À/+) → ¡À/¡ + (+À/+) 
Ã¡ Radiative Recombination (≈) + (−) → ¡ + ÕŒ 
œ¡ Three-body Recombination (−) + (−) + (≈)	 → (−) + ¡ 
–¡ Dielectonic Recombination (≈) + (−) → [¡] → ¡ + ÕŒ 




In the above equation RC stands for rate coefficient of state p to q, a and b are the upper and 
lower bounds of the integration, üi,à(o)	is the cross-section as a function of energy, n(o) is the 
EEDF, and ë is the speed of a beam of electrons.  The above expression is a very basic 
mathematical understanding of a rate coefficient equation, but over the years the atomic and 
plasma physics community have worked together to create generalized collisional radiative 
coefficients.46,47,48  Chapter 6, which delves deeper into the modeling portion of the HELIOS 
diagnostic, introduces some of the generalized rate coefficients.  All of the fundamental data 
used in this study comes from the open Atomic Data Analysis System [ADAS].49  Other atomic 
data repositories are available; however, due to improved approximation of the cross-sections the 
data used in ADAS is considered best for the intended plasma physics purpose.  
Equation 1.2.2 is best thought of as a group of populating terms and a group of de-populating 
terms, which are illustrated in the helium Grotian Diagram in Figure 1.8.  In the diagram the 




black).  The information in Figure 1.8 plus the information of equation 1.2.2 better contributes to 
an understanding of the CRM.  The first line of bracketed terms in the above population density 
equation (1.2.2) are the de-populating terms or the terms that remove an electron from the state 
of interest, p: charge exchange, ionization, de-excitation by electrons and ions from the pth state, 
and spontaneous transmission from the pth state. The second row of bracketed terms are the 
populating terms, i.e. the terms that add electrons to the state of interest, p: spontaneous 
transmission from the upper qth state and electron and ion excitation terms from the lower qth 
state.  The last set of bracketed terms in the third line are recombination terms: charge exchange 
recombination, radiative recombination, three-body recombination, and dielectronic 
recombination.  Dielectronic recombination will be ignored here due to it being significant only 
for high temperature plasmas such as the solar corona.50  
 
Figure 1.8. A general Grotian diagram of the transitions included in equation 1.2.2 and 




1.5 HELIOS Measurements in Tokamaks and Linear Devices 
 
This section will be structured so that the motivation to improve HELIOS over the years by 
the community is highlighted through experimental results, interest of performing HELIOS on 
linear devices, and atomic data and modeling.  HELIOS has been used on several devices over 
the years; five HELIOS applications will be reviewed in this section.  The first three experiments 
were performed on the Tokamak Experiment for Technology Oriented Research [TEXTOR]1,6 
and the Axially Symmetric Divertor EXperiment Upgrade [ASDEX-U].7  These experiments are 
examples of the HELIOS diagnostic being implemented on tokamaks.  They are also examples 
of a drive to improve the atomic data and the gas injection system for a more sophisticated 
HELIOS system.  The last two experiments, performed on the Hot hELicon eXperiment 
[HELIX]9 and the NAGoya DIvertor Simulator – I [NAGDIS-I],8 are examples of HELIOS 
performed on linear devices.  
O. Schmitz, et. al.6 performed beam emission spectroscopy [BES] on TEXTOR in 2008.  
Results from Schmitz’s experiments can be considered the motivating factor toward improving 
the CRM and hardware for HELIOS.  In the experiment, helium gas is injected into the low field 
side of the tokamak and the emission is optically viewed perpendicular to the gas puff.  The same 
He I lines (I667.9, I706.53, and I728.0) used in this thesis were used in the TEXTOR experiment.  A 
CRM, denoted the TEXTOR CRM, is used for deriving !" and #" from the plasma edge and the 
measurements are compared to TS and fast probes.  The TEXTOR CRM is a modification to a 
previous CRM by Brix51 (that considered only electron processes) by adding collisions with 
heavy particles and a new atomic data set.  Furthermore, an observation on the stationary 
solution and transient approach to solving the CRM is made as well.  The stationary approach, 
which is usually calculated using a quasi-steady-state solution to the CRM, assumes rapid 
relaxation times for excited states.  However, for the transient approach the quasi-steady-state 
solution is just an approximation.  For the transient approach the time-dependent CRM must be 
solved iteratively. 
The results showed that there were no significant deviations from the !" and #" values of the 
TEXTOR CRM and the BRIX CRM due to heavy particle collisions, but showed that higher !" 
could be contributed to the new atomic data.6  This is a significant result because it shows that 
determining !" and #" from the plasma depends heavily on the plasma physics and the quality of 




and the transient comparison.   Schmitz’s experiment showed that this transient approach 
resolves longer relaxation times, which is significant for the metastable transition at low density.  
The transient algorithm mentioned in the paper would extend the HELIOS technique to further 
out into the SOL where densities are lower.  O. Schmitz, et. al., presents HELIOS as a reliable 
diagnostic for 2.0 × 10*+	-./0 < #" < 2.0 × 10*0	-./0 and 10	45 < !" < 250	45.6   
Four years later the first implementation of beam emission spectroscopy with the Filterscope 
system, officially dubbed HELIOS, was performed on TEXTOR. 1  In this experiment, the 
TEXTOR CRM and a new hybrid model was used to derive !" and #" measurements.  This 
hybrid model, discussed briefly in Chapter 6, employed the improved cross-section data and the 
time-dependent algorithm to account for the significant metastable relaxation time at low density 
plasmas.1,6,44  The hybrid CRM demonstrated improved !" comparison with the TS 
measurements on TEXTOR than the original TEXTOR CRM.   
Aside from the modeling improvements made over the years there has also been a focus on 
hardware improvements.  In 2016, a new gas injection system (described in Chapter 2) was 
characterized and tested on ASDEX-U.7  This new system can be placed inside the vacuum 
vessel of a plasma device, which allows the gas to be injected as close to the plasma edge as 
possible.  The proximity to the plasma allows the new gas injection system to overcome the high 
divergence from the non-supersonic beam.   
This section of the chapter has shown so far that the HELIOS technique has improved 
significantly and has been a consistent topic in the fusion community over an eighteen-year 
period.  Since Proto-MPEX has #" > 2.0 × 10*0	-./0 the most significant adjustment needed to 
the HELIOS CRM is the improved cross-section approximations for calculating the rate 
coefficients.  However, the new gas injection system offers the possibility of improved gas 
penetration into the plasma.  The final two experiments discussed in this sub-section are relevant 
to the linear nature of Proto-MPEX.   
Both experiments performed on the HELIX (1.0 × 10y ≤ #" ≤ 5.0 × 10*+	-./0, 5.0	 ≤
!" 	≤ 20	45) and NAGDIS-I (1.0 × 10/** 	≤ #" ≤ 1.0 × 10*0		-./0, 5	 ≤ !" 	≤ 10	45) are He 
discharges.8,9   This is not directly comparable to the Proto-MPEX HELIOS, which uses neutral 
helium puffed into a deuterium plasma; however, the HELIX and NAGDIS-I experiments 
demonstrate the capability to perform helium line ratio spectroscopy on a linear device.  




Proto-MPEX produces lower electron temperature and high electron density deuterium plasmas 
similar to the divertor region in a tokomak.   
 
1.6 Overview of Thesis 
 
This document will explore the use of HELIOS in the low !", high #" plasmas of the linear 
device Proto-MPEX.  The main focus of this study is to apply a 24-chord HELIOS diagnostic 
using a 100 kHz Filterscope and McPherson spectrometer.  Chapter 2 and 3 will go into a 
detailed description of Proto-MPEX and its purpose and the gas injection system used for 
HELIOS.  Chapter 4 is a description of the measurement instruments used for HELIOS.  Chapter 
5 is an overview of the validation data collected using HELIOS and the increased gas puff 
throughput experiment to improve the helium gas chance of reaching the plasma core.   Chapter 
6 introduces the concept of radiation trapping and re-analysis of the data, post modification of 




















Chapter 2 Linear Plasma Devices and Proto-MPEX 
 
Linear devices are necessary to bridge the materials gap between current MCF and power 
producing fusion plants.  They offer dedicated experimental time for scientists to test different 
designs of PFCs due to the ability to swap out materials quickly between experiments.  Testing 
these materials under different operational regimes, is feasible due to the capability to adjust 
radio frequency, microwave power, gas fueling, and magnetic fields in real time or between 
shots.  Linear devices have reduced operational costs and offer improved diagnostic accessibility 
due to their circular cross-sections.   
In the following sections of this chapter the motivation behind the user facility MPEX will be 
explained.  The purpose of Proto-MPEX as it pertains to MPEX will be explained and the 
machine conditions used for the HELIOS validation studies and the gas penetration experiment 
will be described.  
 
2.1 Motivational Drive behind MPEX 
 
The motivating drive behind the user facility MPEX, a steady-state radiofrequency plasma 
source currently in design at ORNL, is a desire to have a facility that could study specific PMI 
needs by the fusion community.  A tokamak does not have the diagnostic coverage necessary to 
understand PFCs.  The plasma physics aspect of fusion development typically gets experimental 
priority over materials due to this inability to assess what is happening with the PFC itself.  
Therefore, it is necessary to build a dedicated linear plasma device to test and understand the 
PFC needs of future fusion reactors.  
The user facility MPEX will allow scientists and engineers to perform novel experiments on 
materials.  The materials will be exposed to high heat fluxes of 10-20 MW/m2 and low 
temperature (< 2 eV), high density (> 6 × 10*0-./0) plasmas, enabling more detailed erosion 
studies.  Erosion can cause radiative power loss and dilution of the plasma fuel in a MCF 
device.52 For future fusion machines with these heat fluxes it is expected that non-linear erosion 
will occur.53 MPEX’s ability to produce heat fluxes of 10 – 20 MW/m2 on the target, coupled 
with its geometry that allows coverage by several diagnostics at the target region, will lead to a 




Along with the high heat fluxes on the target is the question: “how does the plasma physics 
change?”  In future devices it is expected that high densities ( > 10*z	-./0) and low 
temperatures ( < 1 eV) will dominate the divertor region of the tokamak.53 The divertor region in 
Figure 2.1, is the exhaust region of the tokamak and where the strike points of the plasma reside.  
This plasma regime will need to be diagnosed to understand the plasma chemistry and atomic 
physics.  Atomic physics plays a large roll in understanding PMI due to its use in transport 
codes.  If the atomic data is not known then the transport, and ultimately the deposit, of 
impurities will not be understood.  For example, if the eroded material is moving across fields 
into the core and the information supplied by the atomic physics is not accurate then this 










2.2 Proto-MPEX and Machine Parameters 
 
Proto-MPEX, shown in Figure 2.2, is a linear plasma device that generates a low temperature 
(1	45 ≥ !" ≥ 20	45), high density (#" ≥ 2413	-./0) plasma.  Proto-MPEX is the precursor to 
the user facility MPEX and is dedicated to source development and plasma conditioning.  
However, some preliminary PMI experiments will be performed.  A helicon (whistler) antenna 
(120 kW/200 kW upgraded) is the primary source of heating on Proto-MPEX.  Auxiliary heating 
is supplied by electron cyclotron heating/electron Bernstein waves [ECH/EBW] (50 kW – 100 
kW) and Ion Cyclotron Heating [ICH] (30 kW).  The helicon antenna and auxiliary heating 
sources are indicated on Figure 2.2.  The half integer notation (1.5, 2.5, 6.5, 8.5, and 12.5) in 
Figure 2.2 is used by the Proto-MPEX team to indicate measurement, fueling, and diagnostic 
locations.  Locations 1.5 and 2.5 are fueling locations, 6.5 is where the HELIOS studies were 
performed, and 2.5, 6.5, 8.5, and 12.5 are where pressure measurements are made.  Figure 2.3 is 
an image of four separate machine parameters typical of a helicon only Proto-MPEX experiment 
(200 kW Helicon RF power, Da emission, neutral pressure, and B-field).  For source studies and 
plasma conditioning studies, several diagnostics have been installed on Proto-MPEX.     
2D imaging capability on Proto-MPEX involves the fast Visible Cameras (fVC) and the 
Infrared Cameras [IRC].54  The fVCs are commonly used for visible observations that include: 
ECH timing, gas puff timing and penetration, and probe positioning and survivability.  The 
probes survivability can be seen in both images of Figure 2.4, where a 710 ± 20 nm filter is used 
to observe the plasma.  Figure 2.4 also shows in the right-hand image the visible response of the 
plasma when ECH is turned on.  The visible light of the plasma increases, and the plasma 
appears to increase in size.  Within the ECH pulse the probe tip is actively arcing.  The arcing is 
shown by the bright white light in the right-hand image of Figure 2.4.  This means that the ECH 
pulse is damaging the probe tip.  The probe was removed for repairs and it was found that the 
two tips had melted together  
fVCs on Proto-MPEX have also been employed in 2D hydrogen Balmer series analysis at the 
target to observe the change in Balmer ratios55 and are used in this thesis to show the localization 
of the gas puff using before and after gas puff images as can be seen in Figure 2.5.   The images 























Figure 2.4 Destruction of a DLP during microwave injection 
  
 




Infrared Cameras at the target and dump end of the machine have been used for heat transfer 
analysis and power accountability in Proto-MPEX.54  Figure 2.6, a typical IR image at a specific 
time, shows the heat transferred to the target plate from the plasma.  The red dashed circle is the 
size of the plasma footprint on the target plate and the red arrow indicates the radius of the 
plasma from core to edge.  As can be seen the hot region of the plasma in this image is located at 
the bottom, which is very important information to be measured.  This image shows that the core 
of the plasma is not the hot region as expected.  Knowing where the hot spots are in the plasma 
column and on the target will improve understanding of plasma operations and future PMI 
experiments. 
 




Spectroscopically, diagnostics such as the Filterscope radiometer, 1meter Czerny Turner 
McPherson spectrometer, and Ocean Optics [OO] spectrometer are available.  Theses diagnostics 
are commonly used for HELIOS, Da emission observation along the axis of the device, helium 
spectrum analysis,56 ion temperature measurements,57 and impurity observation. 
Several of the filterscope Photomultiplier Tubes [PMTs] have a one-inch Da (656.59	 ± 1 
nm) filter mounted in front of the PMTs to observe the signal from the plasma as it propagates 
down the machine.  These signals are great for observing if the ECH is suspected to be arcing.  
When the ECH arcs there is clear disturbance in the Filterscope Da signal during the ECH pulse 
as shown in Figure 2.6.  The Filterscope is also used for HELIOS measurements and have the 
capability to measure hydrogen Balmer lines. 
 
Figure 2.7. Da signal showing an arc from the ECH during electron heating. 
The McPherson spectrometer has been used in ion temperature, CH-band, and HELIOS 




determine the optimal helium lines for HELIOS ratios.56  The grating of the McPherson was 
scanned across all wavelengths during plasma operations.  The data from the experiment showed 
that many of the helium lines were in very close proximity to other helium lines specifically ratio 
combinations.  For the Filterscope to be used for HELIOS there cannot be polluting lines within 
the one-inch filters bandpass.  The 667.90, 706.53, and 728.00 nm lines were remote enough to 
use the one-inch filters on the Filterscope without having to worry about polluting lines.  Figure 
2.8 is the peak intensity and the full spectrum from the McPherson helium scan experiment.  In 
the right hand of the image, the peaks of the three He I lines of interest are shown.  Their remote-
ness and decent intensity levels made them a great candidate for HELIOS on Proto-MPEX.   
 
Figure 2.8. Average intensity of helium lines in Proto-MPEX56 
The OO is a small portable spectrometer that is excellent for observing if there are impurities 
within the visible range in the plasma after a vent.  For example, oxygen is an indicator that there 
are still levels of water vapor in the machine and that cleanup shots are still necessary.  Figure 




peak at the center of the signal, Da, and how it clearly dominates the spectrum with its high 
intensity.  A prominent Da peak is expected in Proto-MPEX’s deuterium discharge.  There are 
some low-level peaks that are close to the noise level of the instrument.  The oxygen peak (O I) 
indicated on the spectrum is an example of a peak that is important, visible, but near to the noise 
level of the OO.  If one wanted to analyze or inspect these signals the spectrum would need to be 
negotiated to focus on the peak of interest.  Unfortunately, due to the large bandpass range of the 
OO (300 nm – 1100 nm) it has very low resolution.  Finer resolution of wavelengths is not 
possible with this instrument.  So, the OO is most often used for after vent machine operations to 
observe how well the machine is cleaning up after being exposed to the air.   
 
Figure 2.9. Ocean Optics spectrum from a Proto-MPEX plasma after a vent 
The coil currents along Proto-MPEX are digitized and used in a field mapping code to 
understand the radius of the plasma during operations and where it might be limiting.  In Proto-




make a complete closed surface, i.e. all flux tubes end on a material surface.  Fluoroptic probes 
are attached to the helicon window so that the temperature of the window can be monitored 
between shots.  This allows for operators to avoid overheating the window and causing any 
damages.  The helicon window also operates more efficiently at certain temperatures.  So, the 
Fluoroptic probes allow for more efficient operations.   
Proto-MPEX has pressure gauges called Baratrons.  The Baratrons record the pressure along 
key points of Proto-MPEX and are indicated in Figure 2.2: the source region (2.5), central 
chamber (6.5), ECH region (8.5), and target region (12.5).  Pressure readings at the source help 
to ensure that the source plasma is not being altered between shots and to ensure the initial 
pressure during gas injection is right.  The ECH region Baratron is used to monitor the pressure 
that the ECH/EBW operates with.  The neutral pressure in the chambers give a nominal 
understanding of the neutrals in the vacuum chamber, which is good for understanding 
operations and maintaining a plasma.  Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 are pressure readings during 
the validation study and during the gas penetration experiment, respectively.   
 






Figure 2.11. Baratron Pressure at the Central Chamber during the Gas Penetration 
Experiment 
Double Langmuir probes (DLP), a Thomson Scattering (TS) system, and HELIOS are used 
for Te and ne measurements on Proto-MPEX.  The following chapters will detail the gas injection 




Chapter 3 HELIOS Hardware Overview 
 
The gas injection system for HELIOS is the primary subject of this chapter.  When 
performing an experiment there is a drive to obtain the ideal system/diagnostic for measuring the 
optimal data; however, the ideal or perfect diagnostic is most of the time unattainable and an 
experimentalist must use what they have to achieve their goals.  In the following sub-sections, 
the HELIOS diagnostic will be described in relation to an ideal system, while exploring the 
limitation imposed by the more realistic gas injection system and the light detection system.  
There are two gas injection systems on Proto-MPEX and their locations are indicated in Figure 
3.1.  The University of Wisconsin-Madison [UW-M] and PV-10 gas injection systems 
intrinsically operate the same way but are different in hardware implementation.  There are two 
properties that make for a good gas injection system for HELIOS and will be discussed in the 
following sub-sections: Fast time response and localized gas puff.   
 
3.1 Description of the Gas Injection Systems 
 
Two different types of gas injection systems have been installed and used for HELIOS in two 
separate locations on Proto-MPEX.  These gas injection systems are shown in Figure 3.2 and 
Figure 3.3.  The design concept from the University of Wisconsin – Madison3 [UW-M] utilizes a 
jenna58 piezoelectric [piezo] crystal mounted in a stainless-steel, vacuum sealed box (133.35 
cm3).  The UW-M design is pictured in Figure 3.2.  The box is backfilled with gas at a specific 
pressure and the piezo crystal seals the outlet of the box by applying pressure to a Viton plate.  
When voltage (0 V – 130 V) is applied to the crystal it contracts for the duration of the voltage 
pulse, lifting the viton plate away from the outlet and letting the gas pass into the 400 () 
diameter, 8 *) long titanium, zirconium, molybdenum [TZM] nozzle.  The jenna piezo and 
viton plate that seals the valve outlet can be seen in the top image of Figure 3.5.  The jenna piezo 
resembles an elongated hexagon and is fed an electric pulse by the wires attached to each end. 
The UW-M gas puff system is designed to withstand the harsh environment of the edge plasmas 





























Figure 3.2 points out the Proto-MPEX mount that allows the diagnostic to attach directly to 
the side of the machine.  The early days of design for HELIOS on Proto-MPEX was driven by 
the need to measure !"and #" adjacent to the helicon window.  Due to the perturbation of the 
DLP’s to the helicon source coupling when inserted into the core near the helicon and no 
available TS beam line it became a priority to install HELIOS adjacent to the helicon antenna.  
Unfortunately, this location has a small vertical cross-section and 2 ¾ “ flanges	 that would not 
accommodate the size of the setup.  Hence, the UW-M gas injection system was mounted outside 
of the vacuum vessel as shown by the schematic in the bottom of Figure 3.2.  
The second gas puff system, the PV-10 shown in Figure 3.3, was commercially made by 
Veeco Instruments and makes up the majority of the gas puff systems on Proto-MPEX.  Similar 
to the UW-M gas puff design, a piezo crystal seals an exit aperture by applying pressure to a 
Viton plate in a stainless-steel cylinder of a smaller volume.  The piezo, a small circular white 
plate, can be seen in the bottom image of Figure 3.5.  PV-10s must be mounted external of the 
vacuum chamber and require a gas feed line to be installed.  On Proto-MPEX a quarter inch pipe 
is welded to a 2 ¾” conflat [CF] flange that is connected to the PV-10 by a ceramic break.  
Ceramic breaks separate the gas puffer electrically from the machine ensuring that the electrical 
signal received by the piezo is undisturbed.  The central chamber in Figure 3.4 is a rectangular 
volume of dimensions 40.64 x 68.58 x 66.04 cm so the length of quarter inch pipe to reach the 
edge of the plasma is much longer, ~35.56 cm from piezo to in vessel.  The schematic in Figure 
3.3 shows the angled pipe inside the vacuum vessel.  This allows for the exit of the pipe to be 




































3.2 Proto-MPEX Volume Calculation and Particles Injected by the Gas Puffers 
 
Knowing the number of particles injected into the chamber by the injection systems is 
important because the helium is a secondary gas to the deuterium.  If more helium particles are 
injected than the diatomic deuterium, then there is a high chance that the helium will be very 
perturbative and one would get a helium plasma.  In order to measure, by pressure increase, the 
amount of gas particles entering the chamber when voltage is applied to the piezo the volume of 
Proto-MPEX must be determined.  Using the UW-M gas injection system with a known plenum 
volume of %&'( = 133.35	./0 the Proto-MPEX volume can be calculated using Equation 3.2.1. 
 




The box initial pressure is determined by back filling the plenum volume, which includes the 
piezo box and the gas line up to the piezo pin valve, and recording the pressure on the manifold 
gauge after the piezo pin valve is closed, 5&'(<=<><?@ = 330		!ILL.  Closing the piezo pin valve 
isolates the gas in the plenum and keeps the initial pressure constant.  The initial pressure in the 
vacuum vessel is recorded by the Baratrons after closing the turbo pump isolation valve, 
53"A3<=<><?@ = 0.14		/!ILL.  Before this step it is suggested that the turbo pumps should be 
pumping the chamber down to a low pressure, meaning that the isolation valve should be open 
during the initial box pressure measurements.  Finally, the piezo is opened and the gas from the 
plenum is allowed to flow into the vacuum chamber and come to equilibrium.  The equilibrium 
pressure recorded by the Baratrons is 56789: = 90		/!ILL and using equation 3.2.1 the volume 
of Proto-MPEX can be calculated, %12'3' = 489.88	P.   
The volume recorded here is the post 2018 modification volume after the ballasts tank was 
removed; however, the volume prior to this modification was %12'3'QR<SR = 6621.71	P.  The full 
equation derivation from the ideal gas law to equation 3.2.1 is written out in Appendix A.  Figure 
3.5 is a diagram to follow when calculating the volume of an unknown system such as Proto-
MPEX and is labeled so that the above description can be repeated to solve for the volume of 





Figure 3.6. Schematic of the UW-M Gas Injection System and Vacuum Chamber to 
measure the Unknown Volume of Proto-MPEX.  
The volume of Proto-MPEX was used to calculate the particles injected into the vacuum 
chamber by the gas puff systems.  There are three fuel injectors for plasm operations: the mass 
flow control [MFC], 1.5 PV-10 (1.5B), and 2.5 manifold PV-10 (2.5M).  The MFC was used for 
early machine operations and injected VWXY = 2.00 × 10[\	]FLGH.^_`.  Figure 3.7 is the number 
of particles injected into the vacuum chamber using the PV-10 fueling injectors for 100 ms pulse 
lengths.  The 1.5B piezo doesn’t allow gas flow until ~66 V.  It has a roughly parabolic increase 
in gas particle injection as the applied voltage increases.  The 2.5M piezo at ~35 V allows flow, 
however, at ~47 V the amount of gas particles entering the vacuum vessel plateaus.   
Figure 3.7 shows the particles injected into the vacuum vessel by two separate central 
chamber puffers in two separate configurations for 10 ms.  The first configuration is the side 
mounted piezo (central chamber) and the second configuration is the top mounted piezo (central 
chamber), which is described in more detail in Chapter 4.  Figure 3.8 shows that the gas puffed 
in by the HELIOS puffers is on the same order as the fueling injectors.  Since the helium gas 
injected for HELIOS is on the same order as the fuel injectors, non-perturbing HELIOS will be 




required to open it.  If the piezo is operated at higher pulse widths smaller voltages can be used 
to achieve different combinations of particles.  Figure 3.9 is the particles injected and the 
throughput of particles injected into the vacuum chamber for different pulse widths (10 ms, 20 
ms, and 50 ms) of the top-mounted central chamber gas puffer.  The plenum pressure was ~1048 
mbar.  The top image is a great demonstration of how changing the pulse width allows for the 
piezo to open at earlier voltages.  Since the piezo acts like a capacitor the longer the pulse length 
requested the longer the piezo has to charge at a specific voltage, leading to variation in the pulse 
width and voltage request for the HELIOS gas puffers.   
The bottom plot of Figure 3.9 shows a very positive trend for the gas puffers.  No matter 
what pulse width is chosen the throughput of particles exiting the piezo valve are close to 
identical.  Only when the pulse width is small (10 ms) or at low voltages does the rate at which 
the particles exit the piezo valve not match up with the high pulse widths.  This could mean that 
the small pulse widths represent that there is not enough time for the particle flow to level, 
meaning, they require a higher voltage to match the throughput.  Pulse widths ≥ 50	/` should 
have identical particle flows due to the higher pulse width.      
 













3.3 Piezo Response Time 
 
The gas is injected into the chamber by the contracting of a piezo, which opens an aperture 
and allows gas to flow freely through any nozzle or pipe.  A voltage pulse of a specific pulse 
length and amplitude is requested by the user and sent to the piezo in the form of a voltage 
square wave.  The piezo then contracts a distance, Dx, displacing a Viton plate originally at x = 0 
mm, opening the aperture.  In the ideal HELIOS puffer, the piezo would respond immediately to 
the voltage amplitude and only contract for the pulse width requested.  For example, if a 40 V 
amplitude with an expected 0.3 mm displacement is requested by the operator for a 15 ms pulse 
width, then the piezo would instantaneously open at t = 0 ms when receiving the 40 V amplitude 
and close at t = 15 ms.  Figure 3.10 is an ideal trace of the voltage response of the piezo when 40 
V is applied to the crystal for 15 ms.  The response of the ideal piezo would be instantaneous.  
This actual response, due to the fact that a piezo acts like a capacitor, can further be understood 
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In the above equation, the capacitance, f, is a material property and is constant; therefore, the 
response time of the capacitor, ∆G, is not only determined by the change in voltage, ∆%, but also 
the current output of the voltage supply or piezo driver, g = g'h3.   
For the example give in Figure 3.10, ∆% is supplied by the operator and equals 40 V.  
Therefore, for the response of the piezo to be instantaneous, ∆G = 0 ms, the current output from 
the drive must approach infinity.  Since g'h3 = 	∞ is only viable for an ideal HELIOS piezo drive 
and not a realistic option for the systems on Proto-MPEX this response will be discussed further.  
Equation 3.3.1 introduced the governing equation for the time response of the piezos.  The 
capacitance of the PV-10 and UW-M gas injection systems are f1d = 2.98 × 10j[		kl and 
fmn = 3.27	kl, respectively.  Since the time it takes for the piezo to respond is proportional to 
the capacitance one can already see that the UW-M will have a longer Dt than the PV-10, but 
since Dt is also inversely proportional to the current from the voltage driver, calculating out the 
Dt values for voltage drivers with different current outputs will help to determine the best 













Proto-MPEX has three available voltage drivers for possible use with the piezos: a Jenna42 
system with !"# = 0.05	) and two bi-polar amplifiers with !*+ = 0.5	) and !*, = 2	).  The 
Jenna system operates from -20 V to 130 V and the bi-polar amplifiers are from 0 V to 100 V.  
Each of these are compared to the response time of the !". = 0.3	) driver used for the design 
concept test of the UW-M gas injection system done by M. Griener.3  The comparisons are 
shown in Table 3.1.  The Jenna column and the Bi-Polar Amplifier columns in Table 3.1 show 
the response time of the UW-M and PV-10 piezos, respectively, for a range of voltages.  The 
columns to the right of the ∆1 column is the amount of time it takes for the piezo to respond to 
the voltage given or the Dt values.  Table 3.1 shows that the fastest response is obtained with the 
2	) bi-polar amplifier and that the UW-M gas injection system is 110 times slower in responding 
than the PV-10.   
TABLE 3.1. RESPONSE OF THE UW-M AND PV-10 GAS INJECTION SYSTEM TO 
FOUR VOLTAGE DRIVES WITH DIFFERENT OUTPUT CURRENTS. 
JENNA Bi-Polar Amplifier 
 0.05 A 0.30 A 0.50 A 2.00 A 
DV 
Dt        
UW-M 
(ms) 
Dt                 
PV-10                     
(ms) 
Dt                
UW-M            
(ms) 
Dt                      
PV-10                    
(ms) 
Dt                    
UW-M                 
(ms) 
Dt                   
PV-10                  
(ms) 
Dt                 
UW-M              
(ms) 
Dt                 
PV-10              
(ms) 
0 0.000 0.00E+00 0.000 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
10 0.654 5.96E-03 0.109 9.93E-04 6.54E-02 4.28E-03 1.64E-02 1.07E-03 
20 1.308 1.19E-02 0.218 1.99E-03 1.31E-01 8.55E-03 3.27E-02 2.14E-03 
30 1.962 1.79E-02 0.327 2.98E-03 1.96E-01 1.28E-02 4.91E-02 3.21E-03 
40 2.616 2.38E-02 0.436 3.97E-03 2.62E-01 1.71E-02 6.54E-02 4.28E-03 
50 3.270 2.98E-02 0.545 4.97E-03 3.27E-01 2.14E-02 8.18E-02 5.35E-03 
60 3.924 3.58E-02 0.654 5.96E-03 3.92E-01 2.57E-02 9.81E-02 6.42E-03 
70 4.578 4.17E-02 0.763 6.95E-03 4.58E-01 2.99E-02 1.14E-01 7.49E-03 
80 5.232 4.77E-02 0.872 7.95E-03 5.23E-01 3.42E-02 1.31E-01 8.55E-03 
90 5.886 5.36E-02 0.981 8.94E-03 5.89E-01 3.85E-02 1.47E-01 9.62E-03 
100 6.540 5.96E-02 1.090 9.93E-03 6.54E-01 4.28E-02 1.64E-01 1.07E-02 
110 7.194 6.56E-02 1.199 1.09E-02 -- -- -- -- 
120 7.848 7.15E-02 1.308 1.19E-02 -- -- -- -- 
130 8.502 7.75E-02 1.417 1.29E-02 -- -- -- -- 
140 9.156 8.34E-02 1.526 1.39E-02 -- -- -- -- 





The 40 V example is shown again in Figure 3.11 but with the actual response of the UW-M 
and PV-10 gas injection systems from the highlighted red rectangle in Table 3.1  The UW-M 
piezo takes ~4 ms to respond to the full 40 V signal, but the PV-10’s response is hard to discern 
from the ideal trace, making it an excellent choice for HELIOS.  Even though the jenna did not 
produce the fastest response times its capability to reach higher voltage output (130 V) gives the 
puffer a better range of pulse lengths and gas densities, therefore, the PV-10 gas puffer with the 
Jenna is the leading gas puffer candidate for HELIOS.  To make a complete study and decision 
of the gas injection systems the diagnostic setup (section 3.4) and gas dynamics (section 3.5) 
need to be understood. 
 
 





3.4 Ideal HELIOS Diagnostic Setup and Acquired Signal 
 
Once the piezo contracts and the aperture is open the gas can flow through the opening and 
into the nozzle or pipe.  Ideally the gas would flow through a narrow nozzle of minimum length 
and inject gas directly into the plasma as a thin collimated beam that penetrates and traverses all 
of the Proto-MPEX flux tubes.  The injected particle flux would be, ideally, completely non-
perturbative, meaning that all plasma parameters are undisturbred.   Figure 3.12 is a cartoon 
illustration of the ideal HELIOS gas injection and optical setup.    The nozzle is directly adjacent 
to the plasma edge and the red pencil thin line passing through the plasma cross-sectional area 
represents the gas puff.   Figure 3.13 uses data from the cartoon in Figure 3.12 to illustrate the 
non-perturbative nature of the three He I lines, the quick response time of the piezo, the instant 
penetration of the gas puff (as shown as light intensity), and the resolved intensity of the 728 nm 
line.  The helicon comes on at 4.15 seconds and stays on for a 350 ms pulse and the gas is puffed 
starting at 4.43 seconds.  In Figure 3.13 the non-perturbative nature of the helium puffs (two 
hypothetical 10 ms gas puffs) is demonstrated by a lack of change in the Da trace (magenta).  
The three He I line (I667, I706, and I728) intensity signals quickly rise and fall for the two 10 ms gas 
puffs later in the trace between 4.44 seconds and 4.45 seconds.  The helium signal prior to the 
gas puffs and after the helicon is turned on is the background helium in the chamber.  This is 
subtracted off during the data analysis phase.  
A well-defined duty cycle of 50% is visible in Figure 3.13 and is represented by the square 
wave signals of helium line intensities.  The duty cycle is the percentage of time the gas puffer is 
puffing as compared to the total requested pulse width before another pulse width request is 
made of the piezo.  Fast duty cycles is a perk of the fast-piezo response time and immediate 
penetration of the gas puff into the plasma.  This quick response allows for background 
subtraction off the signals between gas puffs to account for any He I build up in the plasma.  
Ideally there would be no build up. 
Eleven optical lines of sight measure the light intensity of the three He I lines considered in 
this paper.  The eleven yellow chord lines of sight in Figure 3.12 terminate at the red beam of 
gas, meaning that the signals are localized to different radial locations on the x = 0 plane.  
Ideally, for a plasma of radius 3 cm, the HELIOS diagnostic would have enough optical chords 
to measure the light intensity of all three He I lines along the full diameter of the plasma column 










Figure 3.13. Ideal intensity data of the three He I lines considered in this paper (I667, I706, 




This section has described the ideal HELIOS diagnostic and intensity signal; however, this is 
not the case with the actual system installed on Proto-MPEX.  First, it has been determined in 
section 3.3 that the piezo response is not instant due to the driver output being finite and the 
inertia of the system.  The length of pipe and distance between the plasma can cause the gas 
signal to be delayed and the conductance of the gas line plus vacuum chamber can cause the 
signal to last for longer than the requested pulse width.  For the UW-M gas injection system this 
is not a huge issue because the 400 µm nozzle is adjacent to the plasma edge.  Figure 3.14 is the 
signal response from the Filterscope when the UW-M gas injection system is used to request four 
separate gas puffs.  The blue trace overlaid the intensities signals is the requested square wave 
sent to the piezo.  Four waves were requested to start at 4.244 seconds (244 ms into the helicon 
pulse) at a voltage of 32.5 V for a duty cycle of 50% (10 ms on 10 ms off).  The small signal at 
the lead is a great example of the piezo’s need to charge because not only is it the smallest of the 
signals, but it is also delayed by 6 ms, meaning that the piezo needed at least 6 ms to reach 32.5 
V and start responding.  After this initial charge the following three signals response is 
comparable to the ideal signals in Figure 3.13.  There is still a longer fall off time.   
Similar to the signal response in Figure 3.14 is the central chamber PV-10 gas puffer 
response in Figure 3.15.  The difference would be that there is only a single puff that lasts for 
much longer than the puffs in Figure 3.14.   This longer rise and fall time can be observed in the 
He I signals shown in Figure 3.15.  This suggests the need for improved response of the PV-10 
gas injection system.  The response of the piezo to the voltage applied is fine, but the ideal 
HELIOS has a response time that allows for background subtraction between gas puffs.  The 
signal in Figure 3.15 is requested at 4.40 seconds into the helicon plasma with a pulse length 
request of 80 ms at 47.2 V, but the signal length is longer than 200 ms.  The length is unknown 
due to the end of the plasma pulse, and because the signal did not show up until ~ 60 ms after the 
voltage request was sent. The side-mounted central chamber gas injection system is mounted 
external to the plasma chamber and has a long ¼ “ diameter pipe as its nozzle.  The nozzle is also 
some distance away from the plasma edge.  The signal in Figure 3.15 suggests that due to the 
distance from the plasma column and the larger diameter pipe that the gas is delayed by ~60 ms 
reaching the plasma and the evacuation of the gas from the chamber and the plasma column 





Figure 3.14. Signals from Proto-MPEX using the UW-M gas injection system, showing 




Figure 3.15. Signals from Proto-MPEX using the PV-10 gas injection system, showing 




Figure 3.16 is a cartoon of how to explain the delayed phenomena of the signals.  From Table 
3.1 it is shown that for 40 V the 80 ms is an adequate amount of time for the piezo to charge.  
However, the intensity measured by the optical emission radiometer does not show until 60 ms 
after the requested voltage pulse.  This is due to the second bracketed region in Figure 3.16.  The 
slow rise time is due to the inertia of the piezo and the gas dynamics of the system.  The gas 
dynamics include the pipe fill time and the amount of time it takes for the gas to reach the 
plasma column.  The outlet of the PV-10 pipe is estimated to be 15 cm from the plasma column 
and the volumetric flow rate is calculated to be 1̇ = 	456, = 4.518 × 10;
<=>
?
, where the 
velocity, @ = 1.117 × 10B <=
?
, is calculated from Equation 3.3.1, and the inner pipe diameter is 
56 = 6.360 × 10
D+	EF. The Mach number, G, is assumed to be equal to 1, and the sound speed, 
E?, is described by Equation 3.4.2.59 
 
4 = G ∗ E?																																																						IJKLMNOP	3.4.1 
 
E? = Q




A single gas particle would take ~600 TU to reach the plasma column, V#~50.8	EF, but it 
has been observed that the helium emission signal does not rise until 60 ms later.  This implies 
that the outlet flow regime and the pipe distance from the plasma column plays a role in the time 
it takes for enough gas to reach the plasma for HELIOS signals with high response.  The long 
fall off, shown as the last bracketed section in Figure 3.16, can be explained by the length of time 
it takes for the pipe to be fully evacuated of gas and the time it takes for the pumps to remove the 
gas from the chamber.   
It has been observed that for the PV-10 it takes > 200 ms for the signal to fall off, meaning 
that it takes > 200 ms for the gas to exit the system.  The large signal response of the PV-10 to 
the UW-M gas injection can be attributed to the differences in hardware installed on the gas 
injection systems and the locations.  The PV-10 outlet was further away from the plasma column 
and has a larger diameter pipe to transfer the neutral helium to the plasma.  The UW-M gas 




effects of each gas puffer is understood there needs to be an examination of the gas dynamics of 
the two gas injection systems in order to fully grasp what is happening at the plasma.   
The following section will discuss the important gas dynamics of the system that contribute 
to the operation of HELIOS on Proto-MPEX.  The sub-section will be concluded by describing 
which of the gas puffers will be the leading HELIOS system and what will be done to improve 
the 1.) response time, and 2.) the localization of the gas puff.  
 
Figure 3.16. Cartoon illustration of the gas flow of the gas injection systems. 
 
3.5 Gas Dynamics of both Systems 
This section will describe the gas dynamics of the actual system of the Proto-MPEX HELIOS 
diagnostic, the shortcomings faced as compared to the outlined ideal system, and how to 
optimize the existing system for better results.  There are several properties of gas flow that must 




Knudsen number [Kn], which determines the flow type and if fluid equations can be used to 
characterize the gas flow.  The flow type is broken into three separate regimes:  “molecular 
flow” is where wall-particle interactions are considerably greater than the particle-particle 
interactions (Kn ≫ 1), “transient flow” is where gas divergence at the outlet is improved and 
measured to be 20° (0.01 < Kn < 1),7,60 and “viscous flow”, characterized by a large divergence 
at the outlet (120°), is the typical flow regime found in MCF gas injection systems (Kn < 0.01).  
In the last two regimes the gas flow can be characterized by fluid equations.  The Kn is 







Where lmfp is the mean free path of the helium at S	 = 	300	[, and 56 is the inner diameter 
of the nozzle or pipe.  The mean free path can be calculated by using Equation 3.5.2 and is 
inversely proportional to the backing pressure on the valve,	^.  Here, R* is the Boltzmann’s 







   
The central chamber gas injection systems with ^ = 1117	FfL2 and 56 = 6.36	FF has 
[P#g 	= 	1.94 × 10
DB.  Similarly, the UW-M gas injection system at the same pressure but a 
56 = 0.4	FF has [Pij = 3.09 × 10D;.  Both gas injection systems can be characterized by 
fluid equations; however, since [P#g and [Pij are both less than 0.01 the flows fall into the 
“viscous flow” regime.  This implies that no matter what change is made to the aspect ratio ), 
where ) = kl
ml
, the divergence at the outlet will not improve.60 
However, Figure 3.17 shows that the flow can be moved into the “transient flow” regime by 
adjusting ^.  The top image in Figure 3.17 is an image of the [P as a function of pipe diameter, 
56, at ^ = 1117	FfL2.  At the chosen pressure all of the pipe diameters fall well into the 




changed for each of the pipe diameters in the top graph of Figure 3.17.  As 56 decreases the [P 
increases, but it is the decrease in ^ that makes the most significance.  The bottom graph in 
Figure 3.17 shows that for the UW-M gas injection system, 56 = 0.4	FF, ^	 < 35	FfL2 
produces flow that is in the “transient flow” regime.  The larger diameter tube of the PV-10 at 
the central chamber does not shift into “transient flow” until ^ ≤ 2	FfL2.  It is important to note 
that the PV-10 valve diameter, 5o, is equal to about 2 mm, so even if the larger diameter pipe 
was removed the divergence of the PV-10 gas injection system would be in the “viscous flow” 
regime for ^ = 1117	FfL2.   
With that said it is important to understand how the flow rate is affected by the nozzle or pipe 
after the valve outlet.  Large diameter pipes attached to a small diameter valve may not influence 
the gas conductance.  The best way to determine if a gas puff system is being ‘valve limited’ or 
‘friction limited’ is to calculate the critical diameter, 56,qrst?.7,61  56,qrst? is the transitional 
diameter between ‘valve limited flow’, meaning that the valve diameter influences the 
conductance of the gas puffer not the pipe diameter, and ‘friction limited flow’, meaning that the 
pipe friction reduces the outlet flowrate and the diameter of the pipe directly effects the 
conductance.61  In order to calculate 56,qrst?, a series of parametric equations must be solved 
that depend on the nozzle or pipe length, V6, and valve diameter, 5o.61  The UW-M gas injection 
system, 56 = 5o = 400	TF < 56,qrst?,ij, meaning that the nozzle is a gas flow limiting 
surface and a series of parametric equations must be solved to determine by how much.61  The 
PV-10 gas injection system, 56 = 6360	TF > 56,qrst?,#g, is ‘valve limited’, meaning the pipe 
does not limit the gas flow and so the pipe attached to the end of the PV-10 does not influence 
the conductance of the gas puffer. 
It has been determined that the PV-10 puffer is ‘valve limited’, meaning that the larger 
diameter pipe attached to the valve outlet does not affect the pipe conductance, and that the flow 
is in the ‘viscous flow’ regime.  The conductance of the PV-10 gas puffer can be calculated.  
Since the PV-10 is ‘valve-limited’ the conductance, ℂ#gD+w = 4.44 × 10DB 	
=>
?
, of the gas puffer 
is calculated using the valve diameter and equation 3.5.3.  Equation 3.5.3 is a thin hole 











For the UW-M gas puffer, which is ‘friction limited’ and the gas flow is in the ‘viscous flow’ 
regime, the conductance, ℂijDy = 2.41 × 10DB 	
=>
?
, can be approximated using equation 
3.5.4,64 where ẑo{ =
#|}~ÄÅÇD#lÉÅÑÖ
,
≈ 5.58 × 10,	FfL2	(5.58 × 10;^L), VijDy = 8	EF, 







It is important to note that the Reynolds number for the PV-10 gas injection system and the UW-
M gas injection system are àâ#gD+w ≈ 2105 and àâijDy ≈ 421, respectively.  The PV-10 
puffer is right on the border of transitioning to turbulent flow and the UW-M puffer is laminar, 
meaning that the calculations of conductance are good approximations of the flow.  One can 
determine the amount of time it would take for the gas to flow through the pipes by dividing the 
conductance by the volume of gas injection systems’ nozzle, 1#gD+w = 2.02 × 10DB		Fä and 
1ijDy = 1.00 × 10
DB		Fä.  The UW-M gas injection system takes 0.42	FU and the PV-10 
takes 455 − 364		FU to exit the gas nozzle.  These measurements back the measurement 
observation made in section 3.4, Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15, where the UW-M gas injection 
system demonstrated quick signal response and the PV-10 demonstrated a delayed, ~60 ms, and 











3.6 Hardware Summary 
The results of this chapter are discussed, and the best gas injection system is chosen for 
subsequent HELIOS experiments in this thesis.  The HELIOS gas puffers were shown to have 
the same order of magnitude of particles injected into the chamber as the fuel injectors, which 
implies that non-perturbing HELIOS measurements will be difficult to accomplish.  The 
calculation of the time responses of the HELIOS piezos, section 3.3, determined that the 2 A 
driver from Table 3.1 was confirmed to supply the piezo with the fastest charging time; however 
since the Jenna 0.5 A system has a voltage range of -20 V to 130 V it was chosen as the current 
driver.  The broader voltage range allows for more combinations of gas injection.  This decision 
was further supported by the fact that for the PV-10, which has a smaller capacitance than the 
UW-M gas injection system, has a much faster charge time.  The difference in response of the 
two drivers is minimal.   
The UW-M gas injection system demonstrated an ability to inject consecutive gas puffs into 
the plasma column with enough time for background subtraction between each puff, but the PV-
10, due to hardware constraints, demonstrated a single puff with a long fall off.  The conductance 
values calculated in the final section explain this trend.  The delayed response of signal and long 
fall can potentially be improved by modifying the PV-10 hardware. Furthermore, both gas 
injection system fall within the ‘viscous flow’ regime, meaning that they are characterized by 
wide angle dispersion.  Ultimately, the PV-10 and the UW-M gas injection systems, at the outlet, 
will puff gas in the same way.   
Due to the milestone driven research of Proto-MPEX, port allocation and vent time (time the 
machine is open to air for modifications) is limited.  This fact also drove the choice of the gas 
injection system.  Figure 3.18 shows the view of the plasma using the fVC at the location of the 
UW-M gas injection system.  The nozzle from the UW-M gas injection system is recessed in the 
port to the right of this image outside of view.  The cross-section near the helicon antenna was 
too small to insert the full puffer in vacuo, so it was mounted outside of the vacuum.  The TZM 
nozzle also had to be protected from RF and a stainless steel shield was designed to mount 
around it.  Due to the small port window, which offers a narrow field of view for the fVC, 
information pertaining to the gas puff was not visible.  The PV-10 piezos were in greater 
quantity and had the ability to be modified so that gas could be puffed directly into the plasma 




injection system for this thesis.  A PV-10 (6.5T) was modified and installed on a top port of the 
central chamber.  The 6.5T gas injection system is shown in schematic form in the top image of 
Figure 3.19.  The bottom image indicates where the 6.5T puffer is mounted on the central 
chamber’s engineering drawing and the corresponding collection optics used for this puffer.  The 
6.5T was made by attaching a long pipe to a fresh PV-10 and feeding it through a quick connect 
on top of the central chamber.  This allowed for the PV-10 outlet to be moved vertically up and 
down in the vacuum chamber and adjusted so that the outlet was periphery to the plasma column.  
The new location allowed for the HELIOS system to take advantage of the TS 24-chord optics, 
which are normal to the gas puff 
 






                     





Chapter 4 The Measurement Systems 
 
The helium line emission is collected by a compact OO collimating lens with a 4° collection 
cone that is normal to the gas puff in the plasma. The light is carried through a fiber optic to 
either a radiometer called the Filterscope or a Czerny Turner McPherson 2051 one-meter 
spectrometer.  The Filterscope was developed by ORNL scientists3 and is employed on several 
experimental plasma devices across the world, including TEXTOR, Proto-MPEX, DIII-D, the 
Tungsten Environment in Steady State Tokamak [WEST], the Korea Superconducting Tokamak 
Advanced Research [KSTAR], and Wendelstein 7-X [W7- X].  Spectrometers are commonly 
used for helium line ratio analysis due to their spectral resolution, so the McPherson 
spectrometer was used in tandem to the Filterscope for improved spectral resolution 
measurements.  The fast Visible Cameras (fVC) are Sanstreak Corp. Edgertronic SC1.65  Even 
though not used for S̀  and P` HELIOS measurements, the fVCs are valuable diagnostics to 
analyze and view the gas puff.  
 
4.1 The Filterscope 
 
The Filterscope consists of a series of photomultiplier tubes [PMTs] mounted in a compact 
and portable chassis with collimating lens and narrow bandpass filters.  Figure 4.1 is an image of 
the Filterscope for Proto-MPEX at ORNL.  The orange fibers, called patch fibers, connect the 
PMTs to the patch panel in the diagnostics room.  On one side of the patch panel are all the 
transfer fibers, long fiber optics that connect the optics at Proto-MPEX to the diagnostic room.  
Patch fibers can be moved around on the patch panel to view emission from different locations 
on Proto-MPEX.  There are twenty-four PMTs installed in the Filterscope, fifteen of these are 
used for axial Da emission measurements, six are used for HELIOS measurements, and three are 
used for hydrogen Balmer series measurements.  Beam splitters are visible in the right PMT 
module.  These are three in-series cube-mounted pellicle beams splitters.66  Emission from Proto-
MPEX passes through the collimating lens attached to the beam splitters. For HELIOS the light 
passes through the 728.00	 ± 	1	PF, 706.53	 ± 	1	PF, and 667.9	 ± 	3	PF, respectively.  The 
















Light carried from the experiment is directed through a collimating lens and a narrow-
bandpass filter before passing into the PMT.  A photocathode at the entrance of the PMT 
converts the incident light into a photoelectron.  The photoelectron is multiplied by a series of 
dynodes or electron multipliers before terminating on an anode, outputting a current.  A 
transimpedance integrated circuit converts this electrical current into a voltage before it is 
amplified by a control bias, !"#$%, and saved to the local and facility computers.  Figure 4.3 is an 
example of the raw Filterscope PMT signal for different control bias.  The signals were taken 
during the same experimental day but for two different Proto-MPEX discharges.   
 
Figure 4.3. Example of the effect of the control bias for the Filterscope 
High values of control bias allow for the Filterscope to measure lower levels of emission that 
are normally difficult to detect.  Low values of control bias allow for the Filterscope to measure 
higher levels of emission without saturating the signal.  Also, each PMT is slightly different and 
requires a different !"#$% to effect high enough signals (> 1 V).  Since multiple PMTs could have 
different values of !"#$% a relative calibration needs to be performed in order to compare 




the relative gain calibration of the three PMTs (13: 728.00, 14: 706.53, and 15: 667.90) used for 
HELIOS measurements.  The data for Figure 4.4. was collected using the Filterscope and a 
calibrated integrating sphere.  A micrometer was used to open and close the shutter that separates 
the sphere from the light bulb, which allowed for the intensity in the sphere to be controlled 
(neutral density filters with a lamp are commonly used for this step).  Table 4.1 contains the raw 
calibration data (!&'(), intensity of the integrating sphere lamp, !"#$% (tube voltage), and the 
processes performed on the raw calibration data to get the calibrated relative gain polynomial 
value, ) = +,!"#$%, + +.!"#$%
. + +/!"#$%/ + +0!"#$% + +1.10   
 
























Luminance GPMT k 
0.00 8511 -1.11E-03 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
0.05 8511 5.26E-04 1.64E-03 1.92E-07 7.98E+01 4.38E+00 
0.10 8511 -1.13E-03 2.05E-05 2.41E-09 1.00E+00 0.00E+00 
0.15 8511 -3.90E-04 7.20E-04 8.46E-08 3.51E+01 3.56E+00 
0.20 8511 8.72E-03 9.83E-03 1.15E-06 4.80E+02 6.17E+00 
0.25 8511 6.37E-02 6.48E-02 7.61E-06 3.16E+03 8.06E+00 
0.30 8511 2.69E-01 2.70E-01 3.18E-05 1.32E+04 9.49E+00 
0.35 8511 1.04E+00 1.04E+00 1.22E-04 5.06E+04 1.08E+01 
0.40 8511 3.32E+00 3.33E+00 3.91E-04 1.62E+05 1.20E+01 
0.45 8511 3.44E+00 3.44E+00 4.04E-04 1.68E+05 1.20E+01 
0.50 2143 6.48E+00 6.48E+00 3.02E-03 1.25E+06 1.40E+01 
0.55 51 3.40E-01 3.41E-01 6.69E-03 2.78E+06 1.48E+01 
0.60 51 7.47E-01 7.48E-01 1.47E-02 6.09E+06 1.56E+01 
0.65 51 1.51E+00 1.51E+00 2.96E-02 1.23E+07 1.63E+01 
0.70 51 2.87E+00 2.87E+00 5.63E-02 2.34E+07 1.70E+01 
0.75 51 4.90E+00 4.90E+00 9.61E-02 3.99E+07 1.75E+01 
0.80 -- -- -- -- -- -- 




First, the !&'( at !"#$% = 0.0	! was subtracted off of the !&'( for non-zero !"#$%.  This is 
the background if no bias voltage was applied to the PMT.  Since an integrating sphere with 
variable intensity was used to measure !&'( the signals had to be normalized to the integrating 
sphere’s luminance.  This meant that each of the !&'( values were divided by their respective 
intensity value (Normalized Luminance).  For each PMT there is a minimum !"#$% value that is a 
baseline, i.e. the point at which the bias on the PMT is just beginning to affect the output signal.  
For the calibration in Table 4.1 the baseline is !"#$% = 0.01	! .  The baseline is used to 




, meaning that for the baseline 6&'( = 1.0 .10  The relationship between 
6&'( and ) is given in equation 4.1.1 and is used to calculate the ) values in Table 4.1. 
6&'( = =>																																																		?@ABCDEF	4.1.1 
This value is special to the PMT and typically only needs to be performed once; however, due to 
aging of electronics performing gain calibrations every couple of years is recommended. 
In order for the Filterscope signals to be used for HELIOS they must be absolutely calibrated, 
too.  The Filterscope outputs a voltage signal that is proportional to the number of photons 
collected by the optics at the experiment.  The absolute calibration, represented by equation 






R ∗ RT ∗ UV/ ∗ !
W 																							?@ABCDEF	4.1.2 
For the Filterscope this includes the transmission loss from the collection optic to the PMT (!"IJ) 
and the transmission of the narrow bandpass filter for the chosen wavelength or the total radiance 
for a given filter transmission (KLMN).  The absolute calibration involves the same integrating 
sphere used in the relative gain calibration.  The integrating sphere is mounted at Proto-MPEX 
and the transmission fibers and optics are directed to view the emission from the sphere.  For 
each PMT a signal is collected by the Filterscope that includes the calibration voltage, !"IJ, and 
its respective calibration bias voltage, !"#$%	"IJ.  The !"IJ value is typically maintained between 2 
– 5 V.  KLMN, or the inherent number, is calculated by using the measured bandpass filter 







), and integrating under the curve. For the calculation of KLMN in this document the 




).  The top plot shows the one-inch filter’s transmission fraction curve 
(red) and the spectral radiance curve from the integrating sphere (blue).  The bottom plot 
(magenta) is the product of the spectral radiance (blue) and the filter’s transmission fraction 
(red).  This curve represents the amount of calibrated light that passes through the filter for each 
wavelength.  The hatched shaded region means to integrate the under curve to get KLMN. 
 
Figure 4.7. Process of Calculating the Inherent Number using the Calibrated Integrating 
Sphere. 




/ + +0!"#$%	"IJ + +1.  This value divided by 6abc is how the bias voltage per PMT is 
accounted for in the calibration.  6abc is calculated the same way as 6"IJ, but instead of using 




calculate ).  Ultimately, the Filterscope calibration returns two multipliers, ℛ and defg
dhij
, that 
convert the raw voltage signal, !&'(, in to a photon flux (Φm) of units 
&_#%#$[
[∗[\∗"]^
.  Due to the fact 
that the ratios are being taken for HELIOS the Φm as a function of the solid angle and area of the 
collection chord will suffice. 
Equation 2.5.1 is the final calibration equation of the raw Filterscope data, !&'(, for 
HELIOS.  The intensity of the filtered light measured by the Filterscope, Km = Φm+Ω, is 
determined from calculating the Φm, using the relative gain calibration, 
dofg
d89:
, and the absolute 
responsivity of the system, ℛ, as described previously.  + is the area of the collection optics and 







q 																										?@ABCDEF	2.5.1  
 
4.2 The McPherson 
 
The Czerny Turner McPherson spectrometer (roughly two-meter by one-meter) sits on an 
optics table in the diagnostics room.  It contains a pop-in grating for quick swaps for different 
spectrum widths (bandpass) and a mechanical gear drive that rotates the grating in order to 
measure different regions of the visible spectrum.  A specially designed fiber interface was made 
so that the McPherson could view the emission from up to five locations, selected at the patch 
panel.  The McPherson setup is similar to Figure 4.2 except that the image to the right of the 
patch panel is replaced with five fibers leading to the McPherson spectrometer.  Light emission 
is directed from Proto-MPEX, through the five McPherson fibers, and onto mirrors that direct the 
light onto the grating.  The light is then directed by mirrors into a Princeton Instruments charged 
coupled device (CCD) camera.  Software known as WinSpec is used to control the CCD camera.  
For measurements made on Proto-MPEX for HELIOS the CCD camera measures 512 points 
along the spectrum for each of the five fibers at a digitization rate of 40 Hz and a 300 
grooves/mm grating was chosen.  The McPherson grating is programed to be centered at 682 nm 
for the 667.9 nm line and 721 nm for the 706.53 and 728 nm lines.  A slit width of 20 µm is set. 
Figure 4.9 is an image of the McPherson spectrometer in the diagnostics lab. 
The calibration of the McPherson requires measuring the wavelength dispersion between the 




wavelength dispersion, a calibration lamp (preferably neon because it has serval known 
wavelengths in a single spectrum), is setup so that a single fiber can collect light from the lamp.  
A single spectrum is collected that has several peaks shown with known wavelengths.  Each of 
these known wavelengths corresponds to a pixel; therefore, the known wavelengths can be 
plotted as a function of the pixels and fit with a polynomial.  Using the polynomial fit one can 
determine the wavelength space between each pixel, ∆t.  If the center wavelength is known, then 
∆t can be used to determine the wavelength of any spectrum measured by the McPherson.  
The absolute calibration was performed with the same integrating sphere from the previous 
section.  For the HELIOS calibrations the integrating sphere was mounted on the optics table in 
the diagnostics room and a single spectrum was collected for each of the five fibers at each of the 
center wavelength grating settings (682 nm and 721 nm).  Figure 4.8 has two images; the top 
image is the raw counts from the McPherson during the integrating sphere calibration and the 
bottom plot is the integrating sphere calibration curve divided by the counts in the top plot.  The 
periodic structure in the signals is an aged characteristic of the CCD camera used. 
 











 Figure 4.8 is the calibration for a single fiber (labelled fiber 03).  Both images show the 
calibration for the 721 nm center wavelength setting (700) and the 682 nm center wavelength 
setting.  The raw signals (top image in Figure 4.10) are multiplied by their respective calibration 
curves (bottom image in Figure 4.8) to return the calibrated spectra for the 667.90, 706.53, and 
728.00 nm emission lines (bottom image in Figure 4.10).  Since the ratios of the lines are being 
taken for a single fiber the transmission loss calibration from the machine to the McPherson will 
be divided out; therefore, it was not necessary to calibrate the transmission from Proto-MPEX 
for HELIOS. 
 
Figure 4.10. Raw and calibrated spectrum of the three HELIOS lines. 
 
4.3 The fast Visible Cameras 
 
Proto-MPEX has one polychrome and two monochrome fast visible cameras (fVC).  They 
are Sanstreak Edgertronic SC1s, and have 8 GB memory.  Each camera can operate at up to 18 




obtained with a frame rate of 500 Hz.  The tradeoff between resolution and frame rate is 
extremely important because it allows for the cameras to be utilized for separate purposes.  With 
a higher frame rate, the cameras can resolve more images within the span of a plasma pulse.  But 
the higher resolution allows the camera to view a larger area of the plasma column or chamber.  
The cameras are easily mounted to the windows on Proto-MPEX and are great diagnostics for 
2D emission image analysis.  Using two-inch filter adapters, two-inch filters can be attached to 
the front of the lens, allowing for the cameras to observe specific wavelength emission from 
Proto-MPEX Figure 4.11 is an image of one of the SC1 fVCs65.   
 
Figure 4.11. SC1 fast Visible Sanstreak Edgertronic Camera.65 
The fVCs require pixel calibration, filter calibration, and an absolute calibration.  Pixel 
calibration involves checking the relative intensity of each pixel.  The relative intensity 
calibration can be done by taking an image of the emission from a white light source with the 
maximum resolution (1280x1024) setting.  Normalizing the image to the highest pixel intensity 
results in a multiplier, !"#$, that should be applied to all pixels for pixel-to-pixel comparisons.  




image of a ruler both in the width and length direction.  Using the ruler in the image one can 
determine the physical size scale of the image (7.00x5.57 cm).  Since the pixels are small squares 
that make up the image either the length or the width can be divided by its respective resolution 
length or width.  A single pixel scales to the length of 5.40 × 10+,	./.  The filter calibration is 
similar to that in section 4.1 with the exception that the two-inch filters tend to have a larger 
bandpass around, ±10 to ±20	2/.  The camera will also have a 2D matrix, !345, consisting of 
6345 values for a specific two-inch filter.  ! is used to represent a matrix of data.  Figure 4.12 is 
an image of the 6345 calibration with a 710 ± 20	nm two-inch filter.  The bandpass is clearly 
larger than the bandpass in Figure 4.7. 
 
Figure 4.12. Process of Calculating the Inherent Number using the Calibrated 
Integrating Sphere. 
 
Once again, the integrating sphere is used to absolutely calibrate the cameras.  Since the 
cameras are mounted directly to the windows on Proto-MPEX the cameras are placed directly in 




!89$.  Equation 4.3.1 is used to measure the calibration multiplier, !:;$<=, which is used to 
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4.4 Summary of Measurement Systems 
This chapter has detailed the different measurement systems (Filterscope, McPherson, and fast 
Visible Cameras (fVC)) used in HELIOS measurements of P# and 2# and gas puff analysis.  For 
each system the respective calibration processed is described.  The following chapter will go into 
the HELIOS validation experiment, using the Filterscope for measurements of  P# and 2# and the 





Chapter 5      Validation Analysis 
 
Once the HELIOS hardware had been installed it was necessary to test and validate the 
diagnostic.  Testing the technique ensures that all components are working as expected.  
Important factors of the diagnostic to test include bandpass impurities and calibrations.  Testing 
for bandpass impurities ensures that there are no polluting lines in the one-inch filters on the 
Filterscope.  This includes measuring the bandpass of the one-inch filters and then measuring, 
during a helium puff, the McPherson spectra from the plasma.  Testing the calibrations ensures 
that the intensity data measured and used for HELIOS analysis is correct.  The best way to test 
the calibrations is by validating the HELIOS diagnostic measurements against measurements 
made by double Langmuir probes (DLP) and Thomson Scattering (TS).  Validating against other 
measurements is necessary for confidence in HELIOS.  In the following sub-sections, the one-
inch bandpass filters on the filterscope are checked for any polluting lines, the data analysis 
process of the measured HELIOS data is outlined, the HELIOS data from the central chamber is 
compared to TS and DLP measurements, and the results from the gas penetration experiment 
(GPE) are detailed and discussed.   
Figure 5.1 is a modified version of Figure 3.1 that includes the path of the TS laser as a solid 
green line with an arrow to demonstrate direction.  TS on Proto-MPEX has multi-pass capability 
as shown by the green line passing through the target region plasma prior to passing through the 
central chamber plasma where HELIOS measurements are made.  The PV-10 gas puffer, TS 
collection optics, DLP location, and helicon antenna are pointed out using colored arrows and 
names.  HELIOS measurements are made using separate collection optics at the central chamber 
and later with the TS optics for the GPE.  The central chamber PV-10 puffer is the main puffer in 
this analysis due to the complications that arise when measuring P# and 2# with a DLP at the 
location of the UW-M gas puffer.  There is also no available TS at that location and the results 
from Chapter 3 detailed that the PV-10 piezo was the best choice for the Proto-MPEX HELIOS.  
The analysis presented in this section is aimed at measuring helium emission within an 
established CRM regime to assess that HELIOS can be used to measure P# and 2# in Proto-
MPEX.  Further experimental results are discussed in section 5.5, following the results found for 










5.1 Impurities Emission Lines in the One-Inch Filters  
 
As discussed in the previous chapter the signal returned by the Filterscope is not spectrally 
resolved.  If there are emission lines that fall within the bandpass of the one-inch filters used, 
then the HELIOS measurement will be polluted and not reliable.  The presence of peaks in the 
one-inch filter’s bandpass increases the signal by including intensity of the other polluting lines.  
In order to check if there are any emission lines within the one-inch filters: the bandpass of the 
one-inch filters was measured, and a scan of the plasma during a gas puff was performed.  The 
scan showed what emission lines are present in the plasma other than the He I transitions: 3"# →
2"& (667 nm), 3'( → 2'& (706 nm), and 2"& → 3"( (728 nm).   
The McPherson 2051 one-meter spectrometer, described in the previous chapter, was used to 
measure the normalized shape of the bandpass of each of the one-inch He I filters, )*+,-./012.  
Emission from a white halogen lamp was directed through the filter and into the McPherson, 
34567./.  Measurements were also made with the filter without light (34567./_9:+;), without the 
filter with light (3*+,-./012), and without the filter without light (34567./_9:+;).  The McPherson 
measures a 3	=> range (1800 grooves/mm diffraction grating) so the 667.9 ± 3 nm filter needed 
three stitched McPherson acquisitions before capturing the full bandpass.  The fractional filter 
transmission, @ A
ABB
, is calculated using equation 5.1.1 and the normalized shape of the one-inch 
bandpass filters, )*+,-./012, is calculated using equation 5.1.2.   The normalized shape of the 
one-inch bandpass filters is displayed in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, and Figure 5.4 as the red-dotted 

















For the plasma scan, the McPherson was tuned to each of the He I lines and used to measure 




was placed in the same location that the HELIOS line of sight would be collecting data.  Three 
plasma shots were required for the 667.9 nm line in order to capture the full spectrum under the 
bandpass curve.  The normalized emission spectrum from the plasma scan during a gas puff is 
represented by the blue curves in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, and Figure 5.4.  The McPherson data 
confirms that there are no impurity lines in the bandpass of the one-inch filters used in the 
Filterscope and also shows that the 3 nm bandpass of the 667.9 nm filter is small enough to avoid 




















5.2 Analysis Process 
 
The calibrated Filterscope data discussed in the previous Chapter for the three different He I 
lines (728.0 nm, 706.53 nm, and 667.9 nm) is displayed in the top figure of Figure 5.6 and the @. 
dependent ratio, VWX =
YZB[.\]
YZ^_.B
, and =. dependent ratio, V2X =
Y[[Z.`
YZ^_.B
, calculated from the calibrated 
measured intensities are displayed in the bottom plot.  The Filterscope’s high digitization rate 
(100 kHz) allows for the HELIOS derived @. and =. to be temporally resolved in the plasma 
pulse.  The data in Figure 5.6 are 10 >a averaged windows (1000 data points) of the original 
data.  Figure 5.6 shows the ratios calculated from the measured helium intensities for the plasma 
parameters found in Proto-MPEX.  The CRM is used to calculate spectral line intensities for 
specified values of electron temperature and density.  These are used to calculate the model 
ratios, which are displayed in the contour plot in Figure 5.5.  The red solid trace is VWX and the 
blue dashed lines are V2X.   @. and =. are derived from the abscissa and ordinate of the contour 
plot at the point which the ratios, determined by the experiment, intersect. 
Figure 5.7 are the inferred values of @. and =. for the ratios shown in Figure 5.6.  The figure 
showing the HELIOS measured values of @. and =. demonstrates an interesting trend.  Over the 
time of the gas puff the ratios appear to be fairly constant with little to no fluctuations; however, 
the @. and =. plot show a clear trend in the measured values.  If this trend matches the temporal 
trend in another diagnostic it will support the time response of the Filterscope HELIOS 
diagnostic.  Figure 5.8 suppress the error bars in the data so that one can clearly see the time 
response of both diagnostics.  The HELIOS measurement trends follow similar trends in the DLP 
data.  This indicates that the HELIOS diagnostic using the 100 kHz filterscope can resolve 
temporal changes in the plasma parameters.  Lowering the sample size would increase the 
number of points over time allowing the Filterscope HELIOS to resolve more temporal 
information.  The plots also show how sensitive the diagnostic is to the helium puff.  Over the 
time of the gas puff the ratios increase slightly, which is barely visible in Figure 5.6.  A pulsed 
gas puff, shown in Chapter 3, have several square pulse signals within the longer pulse time 
width and allows for better background subtraction for any helium build up.  The longer gas puff 
of helium allows for a better temporal resolution of the plasma and is used in this thesis.  This 



























5.3 HELIOS compared to TS and DLP 
 
To properly validate HELIOS as a capable diagnostic on Proto-MPEX the @. and =. inferred 
values need to be compared to another diagnostic’s measurement of @. and =..  Therefore, 
during HELIOS operations TS and DLP measurements were taken.  At the time of this 
experiment there was no capability to use a DLP at the central chamber to make comparisons 
with; however, there was a DLP downstream, indicated by a grey arrow in Figure 5.1, of the 
HELIOS location that will be used for edge measurement analysis.  Data was taken during a 
deuterium discharge. 
TS measured values of @. and =. at the central chamber are show in Figure 5.9 along with 
the HELIOS measurements of @. and =..  HELIOS measurements are displayed as a single solid 
bar across all radii due to line integration.  The black dotted vertical line represents the radial 
location of the LFS.  TS values to the right of this line, speculated to be due to low plasma 
density past the LFS, have poor gaussian fits at the radial locations 2.97 b>, 2.31 b>, and 1.98 
b> and are excluded from Figure 5.9.   
 
Figure 5.9. HELIOS derived Te and ne values compared to TS measured Te and ne values 





TS at the central chamber of Proto-MPEX reports @. values from 3 cd to 8 cd and are 
displayed in the top graph of Figure 5.9.  @. measurements in Proto-MPEX tend to stay fairly 
uniform radially across the plasma column, showing that the inferred temperature measurements 
from HELIOS are consistent with the @. from TS.  This is confirmed by the consistency of the 
HELIOS @. measurements with the TS @. measurements.  The density values across the plasma 
radius show a gradient between the plasma edge and the plasma core.  This makes it difficult to 
resolve measurements from line-integrated HELIOS.  The bottom graph in Figure 5.9 compares 
the HELIOS =.	measurements, blue bar that spans all radii, and the TS =.	 measurement, black 
circular markers.  There is a clear agreement between the edge TS measurement (r = 2.64 b>, 
3.3 b>, and 3.63 b>)  and the line-integrated HELIOS, implying that the light emission is 
localized to the plasma edge.  
This observation prompted a DLP experiment where the tip was pulled back to the edge of 
the plasma column, ef = 2.25	b>.  The DLP used in this experiment is located at the spool 
directly prior to the target location (Figure 5.1).  The standard deviation of the average edge TS 
and DLP @. and =. measurements are calculated (gW. = 2.6	cd and g2. = 2.10c12	b>
j') and 
used as a variance margin between the DLP location and the HELIOS location.  The DLP is 
measuring a point location in the plasma and HELIOS, due to its line integrated signal, is 
measuring over all radii.  The DLP is inserted into the plasma column from the bottom of Proto-
MPEX, whereas, the collection optics view the plasma horizontally.  This will lead to 
discrepancies between the two measurements that cannot be accounted for in previously 
described variance.  
Figure 5.10 shows the results for the DLP edge experiment with HELIOS.  The top graph is 
the @. measurements and the bottom graph is the =. measurements.  The plasma parameters, @. 
and =., downstream of the HELIOS location for a helicon only plasma have been shown to be 
lower than the central chamber.67  Figure 5.10 demonstrates this trend and shows that HELIOS 
measured @. and =. fall within a reasonable margin of the variances.  The comparison between 
HELIOS measured @. and =. and DLP edge measured @. and =. supports the conclusion that 






Figure 5.10. HELIOS derived Te and ne values as a function of time compared to DLP 
edge measurements as a function of time. 
The data shown thus far in this chapter has been from the gas injection system installed at the 
central chamber in Proto-MPEX (Figure 5.1).  The HELIOS system with the UW-M gas 
injection system adjacent to the helicon antenna has also been used to make measurements.  
HELIOS was installed here with the goal of making non-perturbative measurements of @. and =.  
along the radius of the plasma at the source.  The measurements made at the central chamber 
were partially motivated by inconsistent measurements of @. and =. with the DLP measurements 
at the helicon location.  After analyzing the data at the central chamber and understanding that 
the measurements were edge localized the data collected adjacent to the helicon antenna was 
revisited.  The black markers in Figure 5.11 is a DLP radial scan from the location adjacent to 
the helicon antenna (Figure 5.12) and the red and blue bars are the HELIOS measurements made 
at the same location.  Similar to Figure 5.9 the line integrated HELIOS =. measurements show a 
strong comparison to the edge measured DLP data at e, > 5	b>.  An important trend shown in 
Figure 5.11 is the edge relationship between the @. measured values, which was not previously 








Figure 5.11. DLP Measurements of Te and ne compared to HELIOS Measurements 












This section of the chapter has shown data analysis from the DLP, TS, and central chamber 
HELIOS that supports the hypothesis that the measurements made by HELIOS were from the 
plasma edge rather than the plasma core.  Revisiting data from the UW-M puffer, adjacent to the 
helicon antenna, further supports this conclusion.  The data from the UW-M gas puffer as 
compared to DLP data not only showed consistency between the edge !" measurements but also 
the edge consistency between the #" measurements.  This data supports that HELIOS is 
measuring edge values of #" and !".  The following section will explore the implication of edge 
localization by viewing and analyzing videos collected by the fVC. 
   
5.4 Visual Analysis of Gas Puff and Discussion 
 
From section 5.1 in this chapter it is clear that there are no impurities in the He I lines 
considered (I667, I706, and I728) in this study, making them viable options for HELIOS on Proto-
MPEX.  Moreover, the results presented in section 5.3 of this chapter make a strong case that the 
HELIOS diagnostic on Proto-MPEX is measuring the edge plasma parameters, supporting that 
the gas is not penetrating past the plasm edge to the high-density core.  Measuring #" and !" at 
the plasma core (!" > 2&13	*+,- and #" < 10	&0) in a linear deuterium plasma with the gas 
injection HELIOS diagnostic would be a novel accomplishment.  HELIOS, to date, has been 
employed on the large toroidal devices and linear devices with a helium discharge, but by 
making HELIOS applicable for linear devices with a deuterium discharge an alternative option to 
DLPs and TS can be realized. In this section of Chapter 5 a discussion of the visual inspection of 
the plasma column during a gas puff will be made followed by a conclusion on HELIOS 
emission measurement location.  Discussion of important design modifications made to the PV-
10 gas injection system and collection optics is had, and the penetration physics of the gas puff is 
explained. 
In order to view the gas puff a polychrome fVC was mounted normal to the gas puff on an 
external window viewing into the central chamber.  The fVC was directed so that it could view  
the center of the plasma column and capture the gas injection and the penetration into the 
plasma.  Figure 5.13 has two images from the video recorded by the fVC with a two inch, 710 ±
10	!+, bandpass filter attached.  The images are from before (bottom) and during (top) the gas 




the HELIOS gas plenum was 1117 mbar.  Unfortunately, the gas puff is not distinctly visible, nor 
does it appear to penetrate into the plasma core.  This observation is informative in two ways: 1.) 
the gas puff is not collimated and is dispersed in the vacuum chamber either due to low outlet 
velocity or plasma flow, and 2.) the lack of penetration into the plasma core further supports that 
the results shown in the previous section were from the plasma edge. 
The first point is consistent with the calculations made in Chapter 2 that determined the flow 
regime to be viscous, having a high gas divergence of 120° at the outlet of the nozzle.  The 
images show the brightness from the puff spread out across the plasma column as opposed to 
collimated across the radius.  The gas puff nozzle outlet is not captured in the images due to the 
distance from the plasma edge; however, it is located at the bottom outside of the images and 
puffs into the lower portion of the plasma column.   
For the second point, when the brightness of the images is analyzed one notices finer details 
not immediately attainable from visually inspecting the images.  The purple line drawn through 
the left hand fVC images is plotted in the second column on the right of Figure 5.13 as 
brightness traces, respectively.  The brightness traces show that there is a small increase between 
200 pixels and 400 pixels (visual plasma core) during the gas puff.  This small increase could be 
due to the helium penetrating to the core of the plasma column or it could be due to the helium 
‘migrating’ in the edge of the plasma to the camera view location.  An Abel inversion was 
performed on the bottom half of the data shown in the top and bottom right figures of Figure 
5.13 to obtain emissivity profiles.   
The top figure in Figure 5.14 is the brightness profile discussed previously and the bottom 
plot is the emissivity profile.  The emissivity profiles calculated show that the majority of 
radiation measured by the camera is coming from the edge of the plasma column.  The no-puff 
shot emissivity (blue dotted trace) is either background bremsstrahlung or impurities in the 
plasma, so this emissivity trace was subtracted from the gas puff emissivity trace (solid blue 
trace) to get an absolute emissivity (solid black trace).  After the subtraction, the absolute 
emissivity shows that the majority of the radiation is coming from the edge of the plasma 
column, further confirming that the HELIOS is measuring the edge plasma parameters.  This 
result furthers the understanding of how the HELIOS diagnostic is operating on the linear device 
with a deuterium discharge, Proto-MPEX, and prompted a campaign to improve the diagnostic in 














During a three-month maintenance period the TS system was removed from the central 
chamber location, allowing for the PV-10 gas injection system to be installed vertically.  A long 
nozzle fed through a quick connect fitting gave the PV-10 system the capacity to puff gas  
directly adjacent to the plasma column and normal to the TS 24-chord collection optics.  Figure 
5.15 shows a schematic of the PV-10 (top) and  the tip of the PV-10 nozzle (bottom) at the 
central chamber with the collection optics back lit for alignment.  A transparent image, from the 
same monochrome fVC, of the plasma passing through the region of interest is overlaid onto the 
image for perspective.  This is a single plasma pulse and does not represent all the plasma 
diameters achievable in Proto-MPEX.  In the bottom of the image in Figure 5.15 is the old gas 
puff used for the preliminary analysis shown earlier in this chapter.  By using a multi-chord 
optical setup, at the location of the HELIOS gas puff, measurements of #" and !" as a function of 
radius could be determined.  For the filterscope setup the machine conditions will need to be 
maintained over a series of shots as the patch fiber is moved between each of the twenty-four 
locations.  For the McPherson spectrometer, which has a five-fiber array, a similar process will 
need to be performed but with 1/5 fewer shots.   
With the gas outlet now periphery to the plasma column, increasing the gas penetration can 
be further explored.  The penetration depth of the gas (mean free path) into the plasma is 
governed by Equation 5.5.1, where 456 is the thermal velocity and 78 is the ionization rate 





This equation clearly shows why the gas puff is not penetrating past the plasma edge.  The 
penetration depth of the gas puff is inversely proportional to the electron density of the plasma. 
The dependence on the ionization rate coefficient led to the hypothesis that if the gas density is 
consistently increased over a series of shots then the gas will eventually reach the plasma core.  
By increasing the gas puff density, the particles of the gas puff have a higher probability of 
penetrating to the core of the plasma column.  The final sections of this chapter will detail a gas 
density experiment performed on Proto-MPEX to improve gas penetration and resolve the core 










5.5 HELIOS Gas Penetration Experiment and Results 
In order to attempt measurements of the core electron density and temperature of the Proto-
MPEX plasma using HELIOS, an experiment was planned to increase the gas puff throughput 
until the gas puff penetrated to the plasma core.  Since the focus of the experiment is to resolve 
the core density and temperature there was no concern on how perturbative the gas puff was to 
the edge of the plasma column.  Figure 5.16 is a cartoon mockup of the GPE broken into two 
steps. The first portion of the experiment (left top block) was focused on getting the helium gas 
to the core plasma and having some diagnostic confirmation that the gas had reached the core 
flux tubes.  In the upper block cartoon of Figure 5.16 the red dashed ovals indicate the gas puff 
for a specific voltage applied to the piezoelectric valve.  The voltage is gradually increased on 
the piezoelectric crystal until the DLP (blue dot) inserted to the core flux tube shows perturbation 
in its signal.  A fVC image is shown in the top right of Figure 5.16 with the core DLP visible on 
the right-hand side and the gas puff nozzle, periphery to the plasma column, at the top.  The 
injected helium is indicated by the brightened signal near the nozzle outlet.  For step one, once 
the gas penetrates to the plasma core and perturbs the DLP signal the voltage setting prior to the 
DLP perturbed signal (92.5 V) is recorded.  Figure 5.17 is the DLP !" and #" measured values as 
a function of time.  The green plot in the top row is the DLP measurements during the gas puff 
with voltage of 92.5 V applied to the piezoelectric crystal in the PV-10 gas injection system.  
The bottom row are voltages >	92.5 V.  They clearly show the perturbation in the DLP signal 
due to the gas puff in the range 4.41	H&*D!9H	 ≲ BC+&	 ≲ 4.54	H&*D!9H.   
In step two of the gas penetration experiment the voltage applied to the piezoelectric valve, 
corresponding to the green trace in Figure 5.17 (92.5 V), is used to collect HELIOS data as a 
function of radius.  The McPherson spectrometer was used as the main light collecting diagnostic 
for step two with the filterscope radiometer and fVC as supporting diagnostics.  Even though the 
Filterscope is a powerful tool for resolving temporal information in the plasma, the decision to 
utilize the McPherson was due to its spectral resolution.   
Figure 5.18 compares the McPherson temperature and density dependent ratios (x) with the 
Filterscope ratios (dots).  The temperature dependent ratios show consistency near the edge of 
the plasma but the filterscope density dependent ratios fall a little below that of the spectrally 






Figure 5.16. Cartoon of the Gas Puff Depth Experiment and Image from the fVC during 






Figure 5.17. DLP ne (left column) and Te (right column) for the Non-Perturbing Gas Puffs (top row) and the Perturbing Gas 




Figure 5.18 also shows a very important radial trend between the two diagnostics.  From the core 
of the plasma outward the ratios demonstrate the same trends.  For the !" measurements this 
trend is a flat profile that slightly decreases near the edge of the plasma.  For the #" 
measurements this is a flat profile that begins to increase at the edge of the plasma.  Such a trend 
supports that the calibrations performed to yield photon flux are good.  The Filterscope is 
somewhat handicapped by the bandpass of the filter used to collect specific helium line data.  If 
there are any impurities within the bandpass of the filter then the data is not as reliable; 
consequently, due to their possibly being an increased number of impurities after Proto-MPEX 
was brought back online in the Fall of 2018 it was decided that the McPherson would produce 
more reliable data for HELIOS. 
 
Figure 5.18. Helium line ratios from the McPherson Spectrometer and Filterscope. 
 In an attempt to observe the gas puff penetrating to the plasma core, the fVC camera was 
used to record video of the plasma during gas puffing with three separate He I two-inch filters 




to obtain a single video showing the gas puff movement through the plasma.  Figure 5.19 is an 
image obtained from the monochrome camera with a 710±10 nm two-inch bandpass filter and 
looking normal to the gas puff at a shutter speed of 1 ms, (the shutter is open for 1 ms).  The 
camera collected light from the plasma column during gas injection. 
 
Figure 5.19. fVC Image of the Gas Puff at 92.5 V with a 710±10 nm. 
The bold yellow region near the outlet of the nozzle and in the plasma edge is a saturated 
location of the gas puff.  A vertical black line is drawn through the image to show the gas puff 
axis and the DLP is just visible in the right-hand side of the image directly above the horizontal 
white line.  The high shutter speed allows for the camera to resolve the lower intensity light the 
further into the plasma column.  However, the high shutter speed causes the light near the edge 
of the plasma (highest concentration of helium) to saturate, meaning that multiple plasma shots 
are necessary to stitch together a full profile along the radius of the plasma column.  This fact 
along with the large bandpass of the two-inch filters are a reason that the camera HELIOS will 




Analysis of the data collected in step two of the GPE (Figure 5.16) is shown in Figure 5.20.  
The DLP radial scan data is from a radial scan performed prior to the experimental day with the 
same machine configurations. The discharge was deuterium with a magnetic field of ~0.6 T at 
the helicon antenna and ~0.4 T near the target.  The fueling gas was injected into the chamber at 
4.8 V for 0.30 seconds and then 4.7 V for 0.48 seconds before turning off, resulting in a total of 
6.52 × 10,-	/01234567 injected into the vacuum vessel.  He is injected at 4.82 × 10,- particles.  
During the operations for the gas penetration experiment the plasma radius was slightly smaller 
in size and lower in density than the DLP radial scan plasma.  Figure 5.21 is a map of the B-field 
and the radius of the LFS for the day of the experiment (solid black line) and the DLP radial scan 
day (blue dotted line). Furthermore, the DLP radial scan data is along the horizontal axis of the 
plasma radius whereas the HELIOS data is from the vertical axis.  Plasma parameters are not 
expected to vary azimuthally.  With that being said, the most important point for comparison is at 
the DLP data location of 1: = 0.0	4< due to it being the core of the plasma and furthest away 
from the perturbative gas puff at the edge of the plasma column.   
The DLP data shows #" ≈ 2.00 × 10,>	4<?> and !" ≈ 2.75	6A.  HELIOS measurements of 
#" are twice the value of the DLP data at 1B = 0.0	4< and show that at 1B = 0.37	4< the plasma 
electron density is over 1 × 10,D 4<?>.  Since the high-density value is so close to the center of 
the plasma, meaning that it is the furthest away from any perturbative helium gas puff, the 
density value is believed to be too high.  A higher number of particles of helium are being puffed 
into the plasma edge than the fueling gas.  Therefore, the region nearest the gas puffer will be 
perturbed by the He gas puff.  In other words, the more gas introduced to the plasma the higher 
the electron density will be, making it plausible that the electron density would increase to over 
1 × 10,D 4<?> near the edge of the plasma column, but not likely near the core where the DLP 
signal shows little to no perturbation by the gas puff.  Hence, a conclusion on whether the 
density values are high is difficult due to the fact that the radial scan was not performed during 





Figure 5.20. HELIOS derived Te and ne values for the Penetration Experiment compared 
to DLP measured Te and ne on the center axis (purple) during HELIOS measurements, 




Figure 5.21. B-field and LFS radius along the axis of Proto-MPEX during the DLP radial 





 For the !" values, a clear conclusion can be made.  For starters the HELIOS inferred electron 
temperature are two to six times higher than the DLP measured electron temperature values.  
From this comparison alone the HELIOS !" measurements are an overestimation of what the 
plasma parameters are.  One might be concerned about the perturbation of the gas puff effecting 
the measured !" value, but the bottom right figure in Figure 5.17 shows that if the electron 
temperature was being perturbed by the increased gas puff then the values would decrease not 
increase.  This result led to the suspicion that the HELIOS CRM used to derive the !" and #" 
values could potentially be missing important physics relevant to the experiment.   
 
5.6 HELIOS Measurement Summary 
Data from the PV-10 HELIOS at the central chamber was compared to TS and a downstream 
edge DLP.  From the comparison it was shown that the HELIOS density data showed 
consistency to the edge values measured by the TS and that  !", #" HELIOS was in agreement to 
the downstream edge DLP data.  Further comparison was made using the UW-M gas injection 
system adjacent to the helicon antenna to a DLP.  The UW-M HELIOS data once again showed 
consistency to edge DLP values, supporting that the HELIOS measurements are edge localized.  
A fVC was used to record an image prior to the gas puff and during the gas, so that the data 
could be inverted, and an absolute radial profile of the helium line emission could be examined.  
The measured helium emission concluded that the helium signal is localized to the edge of the 
plasma column. 
The validation experiment to confirm that HELIOS is working on Proto-MPEX concluded 
that the helium line emission is localized to the plasma edge.  Proto-MPEX has a relatively high 
core #", meaning that the helium gas puff has a hard time penetrating past the plasma edge.  This 
is due to the fact that the depth of the gas puff is inversely proportional to the #" and the 
ionization rate coefficient.  Therefore, a GPE was planned that increased the gas throughput until 
a DLP attached to the core flux tube perturbed, supporting that the gas puff had reached the 
plasma core.  The analyzed HELIOS data was compared to a DLP Radial Scan from a prior day 
and the core DLP measurements during the experiment.  The comparison concluded that the !" 




increased gas puff was causing an atomic physics phenomenon that the ORNL CRM was not 
interpreting correctly.  
Chapter 6 will go deeper into the modelling portion of the HELIOS diagnostic and explore 
the missing atomic physics.  The CRM will be modified to include this new physics and the data 
presented in this section will be re-analyzed using the newly modified CRM. 





















Chapter 6      Modelling 
 
The CRM is a key tool for the experimental HELIOS and required for understanding the 
physics behind the technique.  The results so far have shown that there is a discrepancy between 
the data or model for the high gas puff case.  The data collected can be considered as an accurate 
representation of the physics in the plasma; therefore, the model may not be accurately 
representing the proper physics that is occurring in the system.  For the purpose of this 
document, the system will be defined as the deuterium plasma, the vacuum chamber, and the 
neutral helium gas puff.  As mentioned in Chapter 1 the CRM utilizes rate coefficients to 
calculate the photon flux of a specific line of helium.  For the preliminary results and the 
perturbation experiment the model only included the population and de-population contributions 
to the line intensity by electron excitation/de-excitation (Fij/ Fji) and ionization by electron impact 
(Si). 
Since the HELIOS !" values from the GPE, 11 eV- 15 eV, are clearly an overestimation of 
the plasma parameters (2 eV – 4 eV) the investigation was focused heavily on the 706.53 nm line 
intensity or the 33Sà23P transition.  The 706.53 nm emission line is the numerator in the 
temperature dependent ratio.  This conclusion was further supported by the data shown in Figure 
6.1.  The top figure is the calculated ratios from the CRM as a function of !" at #" =
2.00 × 10,>	4<?> (the density of the plasma during the GPE) and the bottom figure are the 
ratios measured with the McPherson from the GPE.  In the top figure there is a clear trend for !" 
values below 14 eV, the temperature dependent ratio gradually increases above the density 
dependent ratio as !" decreases.  In the bottom figure the temperature dependent experimentally 
measured ratios do not demonstrate this trend.  In fact, the temperature dependent ratios from the 
ORNL CRM are roughly three times lower than expected for the plasma !" and #" parameters 
measured by the DLP.  Due to the discrepancy between the calculated and measured temperature 
dependent ratios and the overestimation of the !" values in Figure 5.20, an investigation into why 
the 706.53 nm line is too low was explored.   
It was found that in a linear helium plasma the 706.53 nm line is prone to re-absorption 




being a metastable its relaxation time is long, increasing the probability of re-absorption (photon 
is emitted by an atom and absorbed by separate atom) of the 706.53 nm line in opaque helium 
plasmas.  Since the plasma in Proto-MPEX is a deuterium plasma and the gas puff is helium the 
re-absorption of the 706.53 nm line is not very likely.  However, a similar phenomenon occurs 
for the singlet state transitions that terminate on the ground state when the neutral density 
between the gas puff and the collection optics is significant.11,12,43  
 
Figure 6.1. CRM calculated ratios as a function of Te and experimental measured ratios 
as a function of radius. 
 As the gas puff throughput increased, so did the pressure in the vacuum vessel.  Figure 6.2 is 
an image of the pressure change recorded by a Baratron at the vacuum vessel wall over a range 
of voltages applied to the piezoelectric crystal in the PV-10 gas puffer.  The peak dark blue trace 
(92.5 V on the piezo) is the voltage used for step two of the GPE discussed in the previous 
chapter.  The pressure increases by almost a factor of six.  The neutral density of helium at the 








KL = #M"	NOPP																																																								QRS023T#	6.1.1 
 
 Here, E is the pressure recorded by the Baratron, ABFGHG is the volume of Proto-MPEX 
(calculated in Chapter 3), U is the ideal gas constant, and KL is Avogadro’s number.  The neutral 
density at the wall is approximated to be #M"	NOPP = 1.47 × 10,D4<?>.  This neutral density 
value is much higher than normal operating conditions; therefore, it is hypothesized that the 
increase of pressure (neutral density of helium) in the chamber between the plasma and the 
collection optics at the wall is causing re-absorption of  some or all of the light associated with 
the 33Sà23P, 31Sà21P, or 31Dà21P transition.  This is causing the HELIOS derived values of 
Te and ne from the CRM to be in disagreement with the DLP data at the same location.  This 
physics needs to be included in the CRM to accurately infer !", #".   
 





Two models are available for use for HELIOS on Proto-MPEX.  A model known as the 
ORNL CRM, which is accessible for modification and thereby understood, and the Hybrid Time 
Dependent/Independent (HTD/I) CRM, which has been worked on over the years to create a 
universal CRM for the use of this technique.  The ORNL CRM is available to be edited and will 
be the main focus of this study; however, any edits can be added to the HTD/I CRM should this 
be considered as a contribution to the field of atomic physics.  In section 6.1 radiation trapping 
will be explained as well as accounted for in the ORNL CRM, using the optical escape factor 
(OEF) method.  Section 6.2 details important information about the ORNL CRM and how the 
OEF method is implemented. In section 6.3 the process and results of testing the hypothesis 
through modelling will be discussed. 
 
6.1 Radiation Trapping of He I Lines by Excess Neutral Density 
 
It has been shown that for a helium plasma the electron density plays a large role in the 
opacity of the plasma to certain HELIOS line transitions.9  High density helium plasmas (> 
1 × 10,>	4<?>) absorb lines to a certain degree, decreasing the emission observed through 
optical emission spectroscopy (OES).  This phenomenon is due to the emission measured and the 
plasma being the same, so as the electron density increases the plasma becomes opaque to certain 
lines.  In a deuterium plasma, where helium must be injected through a nozzle of some sort, 
absorption should not contribute significantly to line emission due to the separate species and the 
controlled gas puff.  Whereas this may be the case for large volume devices that have a lower 
neutral population, Proto-MPEX has a considerably smaller volume and higher core electron 
densities (> 1 × 10,>	4<?>).  The electron density of the deuterium plasma plays a role in the 
penetration of the gas puff, as described in Chapter 5, which has required that there be an 
increase in helium gas injection.  This initial gas density, #M"	VWX"YH"Z = 6.12 × 10,D	4<?>, is 
only partially ionized by the plasma column, leaving neutral helium to fill the system.  Because 
the plasma is a “sink” to He, the plasma He population only increases.   
The light must travel from the plasma to the collection optics, located at the wall of Proto-
MPEX, and if there is a significant amount of neutrals in the system then radiation trapping can 
occur.  Radiation trapping is when an excited (j-state) atom of helium, in a gas medium made up 
of i-state (ground state) and j-state atoms, emits a photon of some energy and frequency.  This 




and frequency.  This photon is once again re-absorbed by an atom in the ground state.  A chain 
reaction of the photon being emitted and re-absorbed in the gas medium can occur, ‘trapping’ the 
photon.  This process is termed radiation trapping and can be represented in the CRM by 
adjusting the Einstein coefficient of spontaneous transition, Aji, with an approximated optical 
escape factor (OEF), [\, meaning that ]^_` = [\]Xa.   




























 is the 
width of the spectrum (FWHM) with central frequency t\.  The lower state population is 
determined by the transition of interest.  For example, if the transition of interest were 11Sà21P 
then the population that would determine h\ would be #(1,Å).  The absorption oscillator 
strength, vX,a, is given by equation 6.1.3.43 
 













A simplified equation for model calculation in terms of frequency (Equation 6.1.4) or 
























A very important thing to note about the calculation of h\ is its dependence on the lower state 
population.  This means that the amount of neutral gas still existing in the system can potentially 
alter the physics of the 21P population due to the significant number of atoms in the ground state.  
This would have an impact on the intensity of the 667.9 nm (31Sà 21P) and 728.0 nm 
(31Dà21P) lines.   
He gas (6.12 × 10,D4<?>) is injected into the vacuum vessel.  Due to the small volume of 
Proto-MPEX and the large gas puff from the helium puffer, the pressure in the chamber increases 
by a factor of six. This means that there is a significant amount of neutral helium in the chamber.  
The emission of helium at the plasma must traverse the neutral density in the system to reach the 
collection optics at the wall.  If radiation trapping occurs prior to the photons reaching the 
collections optics then the measured light intensity of each line will be less than the actual value 
emitted by radiative and collisional processes, hence, the proper inclusion of radiation trapping 
effects in the CRM is necessary to test the hypothesis.   
Figure 6.3 shows in the left-hand plot the magnetic field and LFS as a function of the 
machine axis.  In the bottom left-hand figure, a black rectangle is drawn to represent the helicon 
antenna location, a solid black line is drawn to represent the target, and an arrow is drawn to 
indicate where HELIOS measurements were made.  The right-hand figure in Figure 6.3 is a to-
scale version of the Proto-MPEX and plasma cross-sections.  The radius of the plasma in the 
right-hand figure is determined by the LFS.   
In the right-hand figure at the edge of the vacuum vessel a Baratron gauge was used to 
approximate the neutral density of helium near the wall, 1.47 × 10,D	4<?>, using the ideal gas 
law.  Determining the neutral density of He at the plasma is more complex due to the fact that 
there are no pressure measurements at this location.  A basic calculation can be performed called 
the Saha Equation of fractional ionization, equation 6.1.6, to estimate the neutral density of 
helium at the plasma.43,68  The Saha Equation of fractional ionization assumes local 
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) and solves for the fraction of atoms in an ionized state (#ã) to 
















å(!) and åã(!) are the partition functions of the ground and ionized state respectively, ç =
(qê~Äzë)
íì
, and ç2 = − î
zë
, where ï is the ionization potential for the ground state to the z+1 level 
(24  eV) in units of energy [J].  For He injected into the Proto-MPEX plasma (#" ≈
2.00 × 10,>	4<?>, !" ≈ 2.75	6A), 
Wñ
Wó
= 4.47 × 10k.  The positive fractional ionization value 
indicates that there are significantly more ionized helium atoms than neutral atoms at the plasma.  
If one were to assume that #ã = #", due to the perturbative nature of the experiment, then the 
number density of neutral helium at the plasma would be #\ = #M"	BPOò~O = 5.38 × 10ô	4<?>.    
The neutral density at the wall as compared to the approximated neutral density at the plasma is 
several orders of magnitude higher.  Since the profile of neutral density between the plasma and 
the wall is not available, a flat profile assumption is made by averaging the neutral helium 
density at the wall and at the plasma, #M" = 7.33 × 10,>	4<?>.  This neutral helium density is 
used for the OEF application.  To fully understand how this assumption effects the analysis of 
the OEF value; [\ for the 11S à 21P transition is shown in Figure 6.4 as a function of neutral 
density.  The low-end neutral density is the no-OEF case ([\ = 1) and the high-end value is the 
gas puff density injected into the plasma.  The temperature and density dependent ratios for the 
high-end and low-end case of neutral density are also shown in Figure 6.4 to help determine how 
the flat profile assumption will affect the derived values of !" and #" from HELIOS. 
Ratios are determined by generating contour plots using each neutral density to calculate [\ 
and then using the !" and #" values from Proto-MPEX.  The OEF drops by almost of factor of 
three from the no-OEF case to the high-end neutral density case.  This means as the neutral 
density increases the probability of spontaneous emission decreases by almost a factor of three.  
The corresponding temperature and density dependent ratios vary by almost a factor of two 
between the no-OEF case and the neutral density measured at the wall in Proto-MPEX, showing 
that the choice of neutral density does play a large role in measured !" and #" from HELIOS.  
This information is important for the choice of neutral density to be used in the OEF method of 
radiation trapping in the ORNL CRM and lends to the hypothesis that accounting for radiation 
trapping due to the neutral density in Proto-MPEX is necessary for the HELIOS diagnostic to 









Figure 6.3 Magnetic Field and Radius of Limiting  Flux Surface as a Function of Proto-MPEX’s axis along with a Cross-




   
 
A significant trend that is illuminated in Figure 6.4 is that as the neutral density increases the 
intensity of the 667.9 nm line intensity (!""#.%)	is greater than 706.5 nm line intensity (!#(".)).  
This trend, !""#.% ≥ !#(".), matches the trend that is seen in the penetration experiment of Chapter 
3.  Seeing this trend in Figure 6.4 is a good indicator that for the Proto-MPEX increased gas puff 
experiment, in which the helium gas throughput was high, the OEF modification to the CRM is 
needed.  Due to the neutral density profile from the core to the wall of Proto-MPEX being 
unavailable a flat profile assumption will be used (7.33 × 1001	2341).  This assumption is due 
to the fact that the photons spend the least amount of time at the plasma (minimum) and at the 
wall (maximum) and most of its time traversing the distance between the two.  Therefore, the 
best approximation for the OEF application is the average between these two values. 
 Furthermore, the absorption coefficient is also inversely proportional to the gas velocity, 
567.  Since 567 ∝ 9:; Figure 6.5 shows the effect :; has on <(.  The OEF and intensity ratios as 
a function of neutral gas temperature are shown in Figure 6.5.  The low-end case is for room 
  




temperature and the high-end or extreme case suggests that the neutral gas has the same 
temperature as the ions in the plasma, ~3	>?.  The !#(".) is greater than or equal to !""#.% as the 
gas temperature increase past 10,000 K and the neutral density is maintained, 7.33 × 1001	2341.  
As the gas temperature increases there is less of an effect from radiation trapping on !""# and 
!#@A.  The lowered effect is most likely due to the increase in the gas velocity, which increases 
the kinetic energy of the gas particles.  Since the gas injected into the plasma from the gas 
injection system is at room temperature, the plasma is expected to only marginally heat the gas 
neutrals.  For the range between 300 K and 500 K, <( increases by a factor of ~1.29, but the 
ratios demonstrate little to no change.  A slightly elevated room temperature assumption for the 
gas will be made,  :; = 400	D.  This :; will be used for OEF ORNL CRM implementation. The 
following section will give a detailed description of how the ORNL CRM is used to calculate the 
photon flux of the helium lines and how the ORNL CRM is modified to include the OEF. 
 
 
Figure 6.5. OEF and He Line Ratios Plotted as a Function of the Neutral Gas 




6.2 Modifying the ORNL CRM to Account for Radiation Trapping 
 
The ORNL CRM calculates the upper state population by generating rate coefficients for 
qji/qij, equation 6.2.1.a and equation 6.2.1.b, and EF, equation 6.2.2.  EF is the approximation made 
by Lotz.69 
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 is the ratio of statistical weights, z is ionization state,	bF is the ionization potential of 
state i, SW(−L) is the exponential integral, and ΥF,H is the effective collisional strength.  The 
effective collisional strength is the collisional strength, ΩF,H,70 averaged over the Maxwellian.  
The rate coefficients are used to calculate the upper state population through a generalized 
collisional radiative matrix, h, which is a combination of the loss terms and the populating terms 
from equation 1.2.2.   The loss terms and the contribution terms populate h by equation 6.2.3 and 
6.2.4, respectively.  The loss terms include all contributions from excitation, de-excitation, 
spontaneous transition, and ionization that cause state W to lose an electron.  Similarly, the 
populating terms include all contributions from the same transitions that add an electron to the 
state W.  With the knowledge of Chapter 1 and equations 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 the population density 
equation to be solved can be written in matrix, equation 6.2.5, and vector notation, equation 
6.2.6.32 
 
hF,F = Y7 ∗ EF + jkY7GF→H + mF→Hn 																			SGTUVWXY	6.2.3 
	






























rV = h ∙ Å																																																			SGTUVWXY	6.2.6 
 
Where Å is the population of state W.  Equation 6.2.5 is written out to i=4 in Appendix B.  In the  
quasi-steady state case, the time derivative of the excited level population is approximated to  
zero, simplifying the solving of the population density.  The ORNL CRM was used to calculate 
initial intensities prior to the OEF modifications of the HELIOS lines and the temperature and 
density dependent ratios are plotted as function of Te, and ne in Figure 6.6.  Figure 6.7 is a flow 
chart describing each step taken in the Fortran CRM code to calculate the intensity of a specific 
He I line, !.  The flow chart includes the steps taken for the no-OEF (Figure 6.6) and the OEF 
(Figure 6.9) calculations of the intensity for each of the three He I lines (667.90, 706.53, and 













The radiation trapping physics is accounted for in the collisional radiative model by setting 
YH equal to a non-zero value that represents the ground state population.  This step is displayed in 
the flow chart as an alternative path after calculating the rate coefficients.  The non-zero YH is 
used to calculate <( and adjust the Einstein coefficient of spontaneous transition, mÇ^É = mHF<(.  
For the GPE experiment the ground state population is equal to the average neutral density 
between the plasma and the wall, YH = Y0 = 7.33 × 1001	2341.  For the case where radiation 
trapping is not necessary, YH = Y0 = 0, <( = 1 and the Fortran code exits the OEF loop, moving 
on to solving for the population densities.  This step essentially skips the OEF step in the flow 
chart displayed in Figure 6.7.  The OEF is applied to the 11Sàn1P states (n= 2, 3, …, n) or any 
state that terminates on the ground state.  Table C1 in Appendix C is a detailed breakdown of 
each state configuration from the ground state and the respective wavelengths. 
Figure 6.8 is the OEF and no-OEF calculated line emission, ÑÖ, of the three He I lines (667.9, 
706.5, 728.0 nm) at a plasma :7~3.00	>? as a function of the electron density.  The line 
emission is related to the line intensity by ÑÖ = !ÖY7.  This figure directly illustrates the effects of 
the helium neutral density found in Proto-MPEX, for the gas penetration experiment, on the 
calculated intensities.  The inclusion of radiation trapping increases the emissivity and hence the 
intensity of 667.90	Y3 and 728.00	Y3 lines This is due to the fact that both lines lower state 
population is the 21P, which directly terminates on the ground state.  Due to the decrease in the 
21P state’s Einstein coefficient by the OEF, an increase in the population of the 21P state occurs, 
resulting in an increase in the calculated !""# and !#@A.   
!#(" is not as affected by the radiation trapping because it is a triplet state transition.  The 
Pauli’s exclusion principle states that two electrons in the same state cannot have the same spin, 
so the ground state electrons have opposite or anti-parallel spins.  The triplet states involve 
promoting the excited electron’s spin parallel to the ground state’s electron’s spin; therefore, the 
triplet state excitation level is no longer paired to the ground state.  Swapping spins during a 
transition is considered ‘forbidden’, decreasing the probability that a triplet transition will occur 
when radiation is absorbed.  ‘Forbidden’ transitions are not likely to occur between the singlet 













Referring back to Figure 6.6 with the information in Figure 6.8 one can see clearly the effects 
on the density and temperature dependent ratios that the radiation trapping has.  Due to the 
increase in !""# and !#@A the new contours of temperature and density dependent ratios, Figure 
6.9, are the inverse of Figure 6.6.  This change in calculated values can have a significant impact 
on the derived :7 and Y7 values from the HELIOS diagnostic.  If the spectrometer is measuring 
light intensity that is altered by the neutral helium density in the system, i.e. altered due to 
radiation trapping, then this needs to be accounted for in the calculated intensities.  As can be 
seen in Figure 6.9, the calculated temperature dependent ratios, for the lower temperature 
plasmas and 2.00 × 1001	2341 densities, are over 2.5 times less than in the no-OEF case, and 
the density dependent ratios are over 2.0 times higher than in the no-OEF case.   
A good indicator that the radiation trapping has been applied correctly is to compare it to 
literature.  D. Nishijima has used the OEF method to account for radiation trapping in a 
collisional radiative model.  In the study performed, the experiment was on a helium plasma in 
Pisces-A and Dr. M. Goto’s collisional radiative code was used.  The experimental applications 
of the OEF is not an ideal comparison due to Proto-MPEX generating a deuterium plasma and 
the helium is injected through a nozzle; however, the model modification, therefore the 
calculated ratios, should have a similar trend if the OEF method is being applied correctly.  Table 
6.1 displays the temperature and density dependent ratios for D. Nishijima and the CRM in this 
study (H. B. Ray) for both radiation trapping and without radiation trapping.  D. Nishijima’s 
literature applications do not extend to the densities found in Proto-MPEX, so the comparison 
are done at a lower density, 3.00 × 100@	2341, at a similar temperature found in Proto-MPEX, 
3	>?.   
The bottom two rows in Table 6.1 is the “no radiation trapping” comparison, which is done 
to set a standard for the radiation trapping comparison.  The density dependent ratios are very 
similar, whereas, the temperature dependent ratios differ by about 2.5 for the chosen density and 
temperature.  To further assess the two models together the ratios for D. Nishijima were used to 
derive :7 and Y7 values from the ORNL CRM in this study.  For the ratios shown in the bottom 
two rows for D. Nishijima the ORNL CRM returns :7 = 2.43	>? and Y7 = 1.49 × 100@	2341.  
These values are not far off from the :7 = 3.00	>? and Y7 = 3.00 × 100@	2341.  The 





the comparison was to set a standard between the two models so that the radiation trapping 
modification could be properly assessed. 
The middle two rows in Table 6.1 are the radiation trapping ratios.  The temperature 
dependent ratio is ~0.5, and the density dependent ratio is > 5 different than the D. Nishijima 
ratios.  This difference in the density dependent ratios are higher than expected from what is 
known by the original model comparison.  The values returned for these ratios by the ORNL 
OEF CRM are :7 = 6.41	>? and 2.53 × 100@	2341.  Whereas the density values are once again 
not far off, the temperature values have too much of a discrepancy to disregard.  This result 
raised questions whether the OEF method modification was being implemented correctly in the 
ORNL OEF CRM.  Further investigation was done by comparing the <( values for the 11Sà21P 
transition directly for different à(â (absorption coefficient times the characteristic length of the 
system) in Figure 6.10.  Values of <( are extracted from figure 8.12 in Takashi Fujimoto’s 
Plasma Spectroscopy, and figure 4 from D. Nishijima’s Determination of the optical escape 
factor in the He I intensity ratio technique applied for weakly ionized plasmas for comparison to 
the values generated in the ORNL OEF CRM.  As can be seen in Figure 6.10 the <( values 
generated by the ORNL OEF CRM are consistent with the values extracted from Fujimoto’s 
Plasma Spectroscopy, and the D. Nishijima <( values range between a factor of 1.67 to 4.22 
lower.  Since the desired radiation trapping modification is the OEF method described in 
Fujimoto’s Plasma Spectroscopy this is a reassuring result that the ORNL OEF CRM is properly 
applying the OEF method for radiation trapping.  The following section will use the ORNL OEF 
CRM described to re-assess the data from Proto-MPEX.  
 
 
TABLE 6.1. COMPARISON BETWEEN D NISHIJIMA OEF AND H. B. RAY 
APPLICATION FOR     NE=ä. ãã × åãåçéè4ä AT TE=3 EV. 
Author H. B. Ray D. Nishijima 
Ratios with Radiation Trapping 
êëí 5.75 ~6.25 
êÅí 11.00 ~5.60 
Ratios without Radiation Trapping 
êëí 12.56 ~10.00 





6.3 Testing Radiation Trapping Hypothesis with Proto-MPEX Gas Penetration 
Experimental Data 
The gas penetration experimental data covered in Chapter 5 was re-analyzed using the new 
OEF ORNL CRM.  Figure 6.11 displays the HELIOS measured electron temperature and density 
using the OEF ORNL CRM.  Also, shown is the on-axis and separate day radial scan DLP 
measured electron temperature and density.  The DLP was inserted horizontally into Proto-
MPEX, whereas, the gas puff for HELIOS enters vertically.  The on-axis DLP measured data is 
denoted by the magenta circle, the radial scan DLP data is denoted by black circles, and the 
HELIOS data is denoted by the square markers. 
Comparison between the DLP electron temperature and HELIOS electron temperature using 
the OEF ORNL CRM is in far better agreement than when using the standard ORNL CRM.  
Temperatures inferred from HELIOS have decreased by a factor of ~3.00, bringing the HELIOS 
measured :7 values within the range of the DLP value.  This change in HELIOS measured :7 
suggests that the neutral density in the Proto-MPEX system was causing radiation trapping of the 
 
Figure 6.10. Optical Emission Factor (g0) as a function of absorption coefficient times the 





11Sà21P transition, which directly alters the population of the 667.90 nm (31Dà21P) and the 
728.00 nm (31Sà21P).  Similarly, the HELIOS measured Y7 values were decreased roughly by a 
factor of ~6.00, bringing the HELIOS electron density values down from their previous 
perceived over-estimation.  Error bars on the HELIOS measured :7 and Y7 further supports that 
accounting for radiation trapping in the CRM using the OEF method for the high neutral density 
case is important physics to be included in the model. 
6.4 Uncertainty Analysis for HELIOS 
The uncertainty in the HELIOS values is a complex propagation of the error through the 
measured and modeled ratios.  Equation 6.3.1,32 equation 6.3.2,32 and equation 6.3.3 are the 




































In the above equations, mHF and m\F, are the Einstein coefficients of spontaneous emission for the 
numerator and denominator of the respective ratios and ìõúe and ìõfe are their uncertainties.  
	â7ûü and 	âïñó are the experimentally and model determined ratios.  !° and !£ are the 
experimentally measured intensities of the respective ratio and ì° and ì£ are their uncertainties. 
The CRM ratios and experimental ratios are used to determine the HELIOS measured :7 and Y7.   
In order to determined ì_• and ì¶• the set of ratios corresponding to the :7 and Y7	 are plotted as 
a function of their dependence as shown in Figure 6.12, i.e. â¶• is plotted as function of Y7 for 
the corresponding :7.   
The â¶• of interest (from my dataset) is then added to the plot with the respective 
uncertainty, â¶• ± ìî¶•.  The uncertainty in the measured values is the difference between where 
the caps of the error bars intersect the ratio curve and the original value as shown by the dotted 
lines in Figure 6.12.  The complexity of the uncertainty is represented strongly by the electron 
density.  The majority of their error bars are not symmetric.  For example, the electron density 
value third from the left in Figure 6.11 has a larger negative error bar than positive.  This is due 
to the ratio curves and is demonstrated in Figure 6.12. 
 
6.5 Modeling Summary 
This chapter concluded that the CRM being used must have the proper atomic physics 
accounted for in order to accurately infer the :7 and Y7 values of the plasma column.  Due to the 
increased neutral helium density in the Proto-MPEX system (plasma and chamber) radiation 
trapping of the 667.90 and 728.00 nm emission lines (31Sà21P and 31Dà21P singlet transitions, 
respectively) was occurring between the plasma and the collection optics at the wall.  The ORNL 




denoted the ORNL OEF CRM, was used to re-analyze the GPE experimental data.  The inferred 
:7 values from the ORNL OEF CRM are very consistent with the DLP data supporting the 
conclusion that radiation trapping needed to be accounted for in the CRM.  Furthermore, the 
density values were significantly decreased from their overestimation (> 1 × 100ß	2341)  using 









Chapter 7   Future Work and Conclusion 
 
7.1 Hardware Future Work 
 
The penetration of the gas puff into the plasma column turned out to be an exceptionally 
limiting parameter for the gas puffed HELIOS diagnostic.  Due to the high densities (>
2 × 1001	2341) of the Proto-MPEX core, the gas puff and hence HELIOS measurements of 
:7and Y7were localized to the edge of the plasma column.  This constraint on the diagnostic 
would not allow for the necessary measurement at the source region or :7 and Y7 profiles of the 
plasma as the TS and DLPs offer.   
Puffed HELIOS could potentially be modified to allow for radial scans of the plasma column 
in similar machines to Proto-MPEX.  Equation 5.5.1 describes the penetration depth of the gas 
puff as a function of the plasma density, ionization rate coefficient, and the gas velocity.  The gas 
velocity is dependent on the gas temperature and if one were to increase the velocity of the gas 
then the gas would theoretically penetrate further into the plasma column.  The TS ne profile 
shown in Chapter 5 is used to generate a contour plot of the dg as a function of the gas 
temperature (Tg) and the radius of the plasma.  For the calculation of dg the ionization rate 
coefficient for the n=3 level was used due to the 667.9 nm and 728.0 nm singlet states having 
upper levels of 31S and 31D. 
Figure 7.1 includes the contour of the gas depths in the top image and the densities that 
correspond to each depth in the smaller subplot at the bottom.  A spline fit is performed on the 
Y7 data (shown in Figure 7.1 as a red trace).  The x-axis of both images in Figure 7.1 starts at the 
plasma edge on the right-hand-side and ends slightly past the core of the plasma on the left-hand-
side.  For room temperature (400 K), which is the temperature assumed for the gas in this thesis, 
even at the edge of the plasma column the value of dg equals ~1.0 cm for the lowest density 
value.  This value quickly falls off to less than 0.3 cm as the density increases an order of 
magnitude.  The increase in Tg clearly affects the dg in the edge of the plasma, but as the density 
increases moving further into the plasma column dg remains less than 1.0 cm.  This information 
may be deterring, but there are factors not included in this modeling of dg that could potentially 
make puffed HELIOS a competitive diagnostic for machines like Proto-MPEX.  For example, 
the emissivity profile shown in Figure 5.14 has the gas puff reaching 2 cm into the plasma 




amount of gas puffed into the system.  The amount of gas puffed into the system for the 
preliminary data in Chapter 5 could have been enough to avoid perturbation but penetrate just 
that much more into the plasma column.   
 
Figure 7.1. Contour of the gas depth as a Function of Tg and r(ne). 
Dedicated experiments would need to be performed to test the increased gas temperature 
hypothesis in a device similar to Proto-MPEX.  Increasing Tg would increase the pressure in the 
plenum and this would need to be properly regulated and maintained.  Figure 7.2 shows how the 
pressure would change in the UW-M plenum used in this thesis if all values except for Tg were 
maintained.  The increase in gas temperature that is shown in Figure 7.1 would bring the pressure 
in the chamber greater than 1 million Pascal, which is higher than a compressed air cylinder 
(rated at 125 psi – 150 psi).  Along with the pressure in the gas plenum is the gas dynamics of the 
system after increasing Tg.  When the temperature of the gas is increased so is the velocity and 
this affects more than the depth of the gas puff.  The Reynolds number (Re) is proportional to the 
gas velocity and as Re increases the chances that the gas is turbulent increases especially if the 




performed to test the possibility of using higher temperature gas puffed HELIOS on a linear 
device with high core densities.  
 
Figure 7.2. Pressure increase in the UW-M plenum as Tg is increased.  
The UW-M gas injection system, if port allocation is available, would be the best system to 
perform future work experiments on a device like Proto-MPEX.  Chapter 3 calculations and data 
show that the UW-M gas injection system has an improved conductance to the PV-10.  This 
means that the gas exits the UW-M nozzle within 0.42	3®, allowing for quick, consecutive gas 
puffs in the plasma column.  The UW-M gas injection system can also be place within the 
vacuum vessel as long as the TZM nozzle is properly protected from the radiofrequency waves.  
Furthermore, the UW-M gas injection system can be operated at pressures < 35	3`U™ ≈
0.51	¨®WU to improve the gas divergence from 120º to 20 º.  This means that the gas puff has the 





7.2 Plasma and Atomic Physics Future Work  
 
HELIOS could potentially be used for future plasma physics analysis on machines like 
MPEX.  Important physics to machines like MPEX would be source adjacent measurements of 
:7 and Y7.  This would allow for two-point modelling between the source and the target,20 power 
accountability at the source,54 and ≠
ÆØ
 impurity and transport analysis.17,71   
Two-point modelling in a linear device allows scientists to make a connection between the 
source :7 values and the target :7 values.  This connection between the target and source values 
would allow models to predict what happens at the target when the source parameters are altered.  
Power accountability near the source can help operators understand how the source power is 
being injected in the machine.  If there is power loss near the source location, measurements of 




impurity and transport analysis would allow scientists to understand the radiative loss due to 
impurities at the source and if impurities from the source region are being deposited at the target.  
Having consistent measurements of :7 at the source in MPEX or future devices would 
contribute to understanding machine operating conditions and allow for scientists to adjust for 
specific parameters at the target.  DLPs have been shown to perturb the plasma too much when 
inserted adjacent to the helicon, making HELIOS a viable alternative to measuring :7 and Y7 at 
the source. 
An atomic physics experiment could potentially be performed with HELIOS as well.  If a 
source (helicon, ECH/EBW, and/or ICH) is producing hot electrons in the plasma then the 
electron energy distribution function (EEDF) is no longer Maxwellian.8  This would make any 
diagnostic that assumes a Maxwellian EEDF inaccurate.  The atomic data in HELIOS could be 
adjusted, using hot electron assumption of the EEDF,8 to test and understand source adjacent 




The underlying theme of the presented doctoral work was motivated by the advantage’s MCF 
poses to the environment and society as compared to large MW light water and boiling water 
fission reactors.  One of the hurdles of MCF is the turbulence and ELMS, which cause 




physics question.  The electron temperature and density profiles can relay important information 
to physicists about these instabilities in the plasma, making diagnostics that measure electron 
temperature and density with high time resolution very valuable to the fusion community.  To 
bridge the gap between a working fusion power reactor and the current state of technology, linear 
devices need to be employed with dedicated PMI experiments.  Linear devices have a lower 
operational cost and an open capacity for diagnostics.  Proto-MPEX, a radio frequency source, is 
one such device that is great for testing a diagnostic that can measure :7 and Y7 with high time 
resolution.  
  HELIOS is a helium line ratio diagnostic that utilizes neutral helium lines to measure the 
electron temperature and density in a plasma.  Neutral helium gas is puffed into the plasma 
column and optics are used to collect the light emitted from the collisional and radiative 
processes for specific helium lines of interest (!""#.%(, !#(".)1, and !#@A.(().  The light is 
transferred by fiber optics to a Filterscope radiometer and a McPherson spectrometer, where high 
time resolution (100 kHz) and spectrally resolved measurements are made, respectively.  The 
measured ratios of the helium line intensities are compared to a CRM’s calculated helium line 
ratios.  The ratios dependence on electron temperature, â_• =
∞±≤≥.¥µ
∞±∂∑.≤≤




allow for the measurement of the plasma :7 and Y7.  The CRM calculates the ratios by utilizing 
rate coefficients of specific transitions of the helium’s electrons.   
With the use of the filterscope, digitization rates up to 1 MHz can be achieved.  Edge 
turbulence events occur between frequencies of 10 kHz and 1 MHz, making the Filterscope 
HELIOS diagnostic a viable turbulence monitoring system.  HELIOS has an advantage over fast 
probes because it utilizes spectroscopy and neutral helium, which will not perturb the plasma 
through material sputtering and transport the same way that a probe would.  HELIOS is also not 
limited to a specific time range and can be used for longer durations in the plasma.  Probes are 
limited to short periods of time to avoid damage to the probe and introduction of impurities into 
the plasma.  When compared to TS, HELIOS is less expensive and allows for more control of 
installation.  The laser required for TS is very expensive to maintain, align, and keep safe.  
HELIOS as a Te and ne diagnostic offers a great alternative or cross-referencing diagnostic to 
DLPs and TS. 
HELIOS has been used on tokamaks such as TEXTOR and ASDEX-U (2.0 × 100@	2341 <




focused on advancing the diagnostic through improving atomic data, understanding the dominate 
helium transitions in the plasma column, and improving the gas puffing system.  HELIOS has 
also been used on helium linear devices (1.0 × 10% ≤ Y7 ≤ 1.0 × 1001	2341, 5.0	 ≤ :7 	≤
20	>?).   
The development of HELIOS on Proto-MPEX involved exhaustive testing of the gas puffing 
systems, which fueled the plasma and introduced the neutral helium into the deuterium plasma.  
The gas injection of the fueling puffers as compared to the particles injected by the HELIOS 
puffers were on the same order of magnitude, which implies that non-perturbing HELIOS 
measurements will be difficult to accomplish in Proto-MPEX.  Non-perturbing validation 
experiments were successfully completed and concluded that the helium emission from the gas 
puff was localized to the plasma edge.  The high electron density of the deuterium plasma in 
Proto-MPEX (> 2 × 10401	2341) was deterring the gas puff from penetrating into the plasma 
core, localizing the helium line emission to the edge.  Increased density of the gas puff allowed 
for the He I particles to reach the plasma core for analysis.  Inconsistencies between DLP data 
and HELIOS derived :7 and Y7 concluded that some atomic physics was not accounted for in the 
ORN CRM. 
The background neutral pressures and hence neutral densities of helium (> 3.00 ×
100@	2341), caused radiation trapping of the singlet line transitions (30∫ → 20ª and 30E →
20ª) to occur between the plasma and the collection optics.  This required that the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (ORNL) collisional radiative model (CRM) be modified to account for the 
radiation trapping atomic physics.  The optical escape factor (OEF) method was used to account 
for the radiation trapping in the CRM. The OEF ORNL CRM was tested when the background 
neutral pressure in the vacuum vessel of Proto-MPEX was increased to reach the plasma core.  
Re-analysis of the experimental data, using the OEF ORNL CRM, concluded that the ambient 
neutral pressure in Proto-MPEX was significant factor in HELIOS measurements of :7 and Y7.   
Radiation trapping is a critical inclusion to the atomic physics in order to to accurately measure 
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Appendix A Derivation of the Unknown Volume (Equation 3.2.1) 
 







¡ 	 ; 		:F¶FºF°Ω = :øF¶°Ω																																	SGTUVWXY	m. 3 
 
(ª?)F¶FºF°Ω = (ª?)øF¶°Ω																																																																						SGTUVWXY	m. 4 
 
PV is the pressure of the system times the volume of the system, so  
 
ª? = ª?º7¬º + ª?£ñû																																																																									SGTUVWXY	m. 5 
 
Substituting equation A.5 into equation A.4, yields. 
 
[(ª?)º7¬º + (ª?)£ñû]F¶FºF°Ω = [(ª?)º7¬º + (ª?)£ñû]F¶FºF°Ω								SGTUVWXY	m. 6 
 
(ª?)º7¬ºe≈e∆e«» − (ª?)º7¬º…e≈«» = (ª?)£ñû…e≈«» − (ª?)£ñûe≈e∆e«»							SGTUVWXY	m. 7 
 
?º7¬º  ªº7¬ºe≈e∆e«» − ªº7¬º…e≈«»	À = ?£ñû  ª£ñû…e≈«» − ª£ñûe≈e∆«»À 											SGTUVWXY	m. 8 
 
Since the piezo box and plenum are brought to equilibrium with the vacuum chamber 
pressure. 
 
ªº7¬º…e≈«» = ª£ñû…e≈«» = ªøF¶°Ω																																																													SGTUVWXY	m. 9 
 
?º7¬º = ?£ñû ¿
ªøF¶°Ω − ª£ñûe≈e∆e«»
ªº7¬ºe≈e∆e«» − ªøF¶°Ω

































































































Appendix C Table of Transitions from the Ground State 
 
Table 4.1.B Electron Configuration of the Ground State Transitions and their Respective 
Orbital Angular Momentum, Spin State, Transition, and Wavelength. 
Electron 
Configuration ℓ S Transition 
Wavelength 
[Ang] 
1S1 0 0 N/A N/A 
1S12S1 
0 1 11Sà23S 625.56 
0 11Sà21S 601.41 
1S12P1 
1 1 11Sà23P 591.42 
0 11Sà21P 584.33 
1S13S1 
0 1 11Sà33S 545.74 
0 11Sà31S 540.94 
1S13P1 
1 1 11Sà33P 538.89 
0 11Sà31P 537.33 
1S13D1 
2 1 11Sà33D 537.33 
0 11Sà31D 537.33 
1S14S1 
0 1 11Sà43S 525.49 
0 11Sà41S 523.72 
1S14P1 
1 1 11Sà43P 522.97 
0 11Sà41P 522.34 
1S14D1 
2 1 11Sà43D 522.34 
0 11Sà41D 522.32 
1S14F1 
3 1 11Sà43F 522.32 
0 11Sà41F 522.21 
 
In Table 4.1.B the spin state (S) determines whether transition is a triplet or single state.  For 
example, if the transition is a singlet state then its excited spin will be anti-parallel or the same as 
the ground state spin and S =	#$ −
#
$ = 0 and will be denoted by a 1 in the transition.  If it is a 




$ = 1 
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